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About the Cover
In keeping with its focus on delivering innovative equipment
solutions that maximise productivity and performance
while minimising the impact on the environment, Bucher
Municipal has launched two new high-performance sweepers
in the Australian market, including the company’s first 100%
Electric compact sweeper.
Turn to Page 12 for the full story.

EDITORS COLUMN

Time to start considering stormwater
management on a national scale
Dear Readers,
Following yet another series of devastating
rainfall events, and the subsequent
devastation faced by numerous cities, towns
and regions across Australia - one could
almost be forgiven for wondering if we are
stuck in a 'Groundhog Day' style loop where
we are condemned to a life of watching the
same events and consequences play out
time and again.
Indeed, many areas of the country seem
to barely have the opportunity to recover and
rebuild from one major disaster, before they
face the next devastating occurrence. This is
particularly true when it comes to flooding.
It's no small irony that the driest inhabited
continent on earth should suffer so badly
during major rainfall events. And that while
great swathes of the country are submerged
under floodwaters, much of our great
continent remains arid and, in many aspects,
massively underutilised and unproductive.
Alarmingly, despite the fact that even
in my relatively short lifetime, these major
flooding events have occurred more times
than I could possibly remember, we still seem
to suffer the same extreme consequences.
And the toll is horrendous - not only in
financial terms (with costs often measured
in hundreds of millions or even billions of
dollars) but also in emotional and social
terms.
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From massive stock losses – often
involving stock which graziers have been
struggling to feed due to drought – through to
total devastation of homes, businesses and
in some instances, entire towns or large CBD
areas, as is the case with any major disaster,
the true toll of a major flood is almost
impossible to calculate.
With that in mind, I believe that it’s time that
we seriously start to consider stormwater
management on a much larger scale – for
instance, a state-wide or even national scale.
Much of our great nation is sorely lacking
in water for much of the year and as a
result, is massively under-utilised and underproductive. At the same time, large areas
are inundated by floodwaters with alarming
regularity. What’s more, climate science
provides clear evidence that extreme
weather events will continue to occur with
increasing regularity.
Governments are stuck in a seemingly
never-ending cycle of having to spend
hundreds of millions of dollars repairing and
rebuilding infrastructure after each of these
major flood events, and it looks set to only
get worse.
Access to water is perhaps the single most
important factor in increasing the habitability
and productivity of any area.
I believe that the time has come for us to
develop and implement a plan to capture and/
or redirect and harness this stormwater to help

'open up' Australia's interior while at the same
time, drought proofing much of the country.
I’m well aware that this is an idea that has
been floated in various guises for more than
a century, mostly to be dismissed as either
being too expensive, or for that matter, a
pointless exercise for a country with a small
population such as ours.
However, our population, and the planet's
population is growing at an extremely rapid
rate. It's not only about having somewhere
to live - everyone has to eat. This would be
a 'Nation Building' project in every sense of
the word, providing an opportunity to create
a massive agricultural economy.
Growth ONLY EVER comes from
investment. This WILL cost many tens of
billions of dollars.
That said, considering the cost and
consequences of the COVID-19 pandemic, the
tens of thousands of jobs that these projects
would create (both during construction and
ongoing), and massive long-term economic
benefits that a plan like this can deliver for
generations to come – including for many
remote indigenous communities – make them
an excellent investment.

Anthony T Schmidt
Managing Editor
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A proud Australian-owned family business, Garwood International has been at the
forefront of specialised waste collection & compaction equipment design and
manufacture for over 40 years, providing high quality, innovative equipment solutions to
meet the needs of even the most challenging operating environments.
• Rear, Side & Front Loading compaction units
• Single and split-body collection vehicles from 4m2 to 33.5m2
• VWS Enviroweigh bin weighing equipment for refuse vehicles
Built tough to suit Australian conditions, Garwood International has built its reputation on delivering
high quality, innovative equipment - with ground-breaking designs and smart solutions that can
change the way you think about your collection services.

AVAILABLE EXCLUSIVELY FROM:
NSW, ACT & WA
Tony Miller 0429 444 451
tony@garwoodinternational.com.au

VIC, TAS & SA
Ian Pinney 0409 905 451
ian@garwoodinternational.com.au

www.garwoodinternational.com.au
QLD & NT
Daniel McHugh 0407 789 370
daniel@garwoodinternational.com.au

NEW ZEALAND
Reece McCrystal 0413 751 292
reece@garwoodinternational.com.au

INDUSTRY NEWS

Coastal wetland tidal creek, Upper Gulf of
St Vincent, SA. Photo by: A. Nedosyko

Restoring coastal wetlands to fight climate change
The Nature Conservancy is excited to
announce a new partnership with Smartgroup,
which will allow customers who offset the
carbon emissions of their leased vehicles
to contribute to the restoration of a coastal
wetland in South Australia.
Most carbon capture projects in Australia
involve planting trees, but The Nature
Conservancy is providing another option: blue
carbon. The process involves restoring coastal
wetlands such as mangroves and seagrasses
to capture carbon dioxide from the atmosphere
in the vegetation and roots of wetlands plants.
The wetlands also trap carbon that flows
down from the catchment and prevent it from
washing out to sea, acting just like a natural
‘carbon filter’ and amplifying the rate of carbon
sequestration. The Nature Conservancy is at
the forefront of blue carbon in Australia.
Partnering with The Nature Conservancy
allows Smartgroup, a leading national provider
of novated car leasing, to expand their carbon
offset program and significantly grow their
impact in South Australia.
Dr Chris Gillies, The Nature Conservancy’s
Program Director Oceans, welcomed
Smartgroup’s support of this important carbon
capture project.
“Smartgroup is one of the first Australian
companies to invest in a blue carbon project
and their support will allow us to restore a
coastal wetland to become an effective carbon
sink,” Chris said.
4
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He said the potential of the Adelaide
Coastal Wetlands Restoration Project was
“extraordinary”.
“The restoration of a typical 360 ha coastal
wetland could result in the capture of 9,000
tonnes of carbon. That’s equivalent to taking
7,000 cars off our roads for a year, making it
an incredible opportunity to tackle climate
change,” Chris said.
Coastal wetlands can capture and store
carbon at a greater rate compared to forests,
and they are one of the few habitats that can
continuously sequester carbon in soil for
millennia.
Smartgroup CEO, Tim Looi, said the
organisation was pleased to announce
the broadening of its customer carbon
offset program nationally, by partnering
with The Nature Conservancy in South
Australia, as well as with Carbon Positive
Australia in Western Australia. These two
new partners complement Smartgroup’s
existing carbon offset partnership with
Greenfleet Australia.
“Customers offsetting vehicle emissions
can be proud of what has been achieved
with their support since we launched our
carbon offset program in 2008,” Tim said.
“We hope to encourage even more of
our customers to offset their car emissions
and contribute to the important work of
Greenfleet, Carbon Positive Australia and
The Nature Conservancy.”

The Nature Conservancy has been
working with coastal ecologists to select a
site that will have the biggest impact for the
local environment, as well as carbon capture
and storage. They plan to announce the
specific site in coming weeks.
The site will adjoin the northern boundary
of the Adelaide International Bird Sanctuary,
a critically important habitat for many
Australian and migratory birds. Around 15,000
shorebirds gather here for up to six months
each year before migrating to breeding
grounds in China, Siberia and elsewhere in
East Asia. Expanding the habitat available
to these birds will strengthen global
conservation efforts along one of the world’s
three great migratory bird flight paths.
Over the next year, the team will restore
natural tidal flow to the wetlands, which
will expand the area where mangroves and
saltmarsh can grow.

ABOUT THE NATURE CONSERVANCY
The Nature Conservancy is a global conservation
organisation dedicated to conserving the lands and
waters on which all life depends. Guided by science,
we focus on getting things done efficiently and
with the greatest positive impact for conservation.
We’re a trusted organisation working in 70 countries
on innovative solutions to our world’s toughest
challenges so that nature and people can thrive
together. Our priorities are to tackle climate change
and protect land and water. To learn more about
The Nature Conservancy in Australia, please visit:
https://www.natureaustralia.org.au/

Mobile Media Blasting - Wet & Dry

MetroMap providing rapid
analytics services supporting
NSW flood recovery
Aerometrex Limited recently announced that it has developed a range
of fast-response analytics services, in addition to its aerial imagery
capabilities and dataset, to support enterprise customers make better
informed and more timely decisions.
Technical developments to the MetroMap aerial imagery
subscription platform have enabled Aerometrex to provide rapid
analytics capabilities. These new capabilities harness the power and
agility of the MetroMap platform, as well as third party datasets.
Given the immense impact of the NSW floods, Aerometrex has
utilised these new capabilities to immediately support the NSW Flood
Emergency response activities through advanced analytics of the
areas flooded in NSW. In particular, these services have described
the flood extents to Aerometrex’s industry and government partners
in order to assist them in helping affected NSW communities recover
in the coming weeks and months.
The system utilised synthetic aperture radar satellite imagery of the
flooded areas sourced from COPERNICUS Emergency Management
Service, headquartered in Europe, the MetroMap platform and aerial
imagery base, and the Geoscape building footprint and cadastral
dataset also available on MetroMap as primary data sources.
These datasets were combined and analysed within MetroMap size
to produce a list of property addresses and specific buildings
potentially affected by the flooding. This information is vital to many
organisations directly involved in managing and helping communities
recover from this event, including:
• Emergency services
• Local Government
• Builders
• Fencing companies
• Construction and engineering companies
• Insurance companies.
Mark Deuter, Managing Director of Aerometrex, commented: “The
scale of this disaster makes it extremely difficult to identify and assist
individual people who have been affected on a case-by-case basis.
The advanced analytical techniques developed by our team and
supported by our data partners provides this information within days
of receiving the satellite imagery.
“This is an outstanding example of the analytical power and
capabilities of the MetroMap platform to provide mission-critical
data, in this case supporting the reconstruction and recovery process
following the NSW floods,” Mr Deuter added.

• Specialising in Concrete preparation for
Carbon Fibre application
• Abrasive & Non Abrasive Blasting
• Paint, rust & contaminant removal from
many substrates
• Line marking removal
• Compact machinery for easy access
• Low media usage which means less
environmental issues with containment
and dust
• Suitable for confined space blasting

Recent Carbon Fibre preparation projects • The Glen Shopping Centre Mt Waverley
• 161 Collins Street Melbourne

1300 240 337
www.enviroblast.net.au
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TRASH PUMP ... DIRTY WATER SPECIALIST
Self priming to 7m ... fast, easy set up
Flows to 4,200 lpm
28HP Kubota diesel engine
Skid or trailer mount options

Aussie Pumps
Australian Pump Industries

02 8865 3500

www.aussiepumps.com.au
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Oceans safer
with SA plastics ban

SA’s historic ban on single-use plastic starts
South Australia’s historic ban on single-use
plastic products started on March 1st, with
drinking straws, stirrers and cutlery to be
prohibited from sale, supply or distribution
across the state.
The ban is the first of its kind across
Australia and follows the ground-breaking
legislation passing Parliament last year.
Minister for Environment and Water David
Speirs, who visited Bond and Lane Canteen
in Colonel Light Gardens the celebrate the
launch, said 1 March 2021 will forever be a
proud day for South Australia.
“South Australia is yet again leading the
nation when it comes to environmental issues
with the State Government’s historic ban on
single-use plastics,” Minister Speirs said.
“We are the first state in the country to
take this action and from tomorrow plastic
drinking straws, cutlery and stirrers will be
banned from sale, supply and distribution in
South Australia.
“By being a first mover nationally we’ve
already seen businesses who manufacture
re-useable and compostable alternatives
start to set up in South Australia, which
means our single-use plastic ban will have
significant economic benefits and create
local jobs, as well as being good for the
environment.
“The Marshall Liberal Government is
ambitious for this legislation and won’t just
stop at straws, cutlery and stirrers with
expanded polystyrene cups, bowls, plates
and clam-shell containers, and
oxo-degradable plastic products to be
banned in a years’ time.
“We will continue to consider more
products such as takeaway coffee cups,
plastic barrier bags and other takeaway food
service items as market demand increases
and other sustainable alternatives become
available.
6
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“We are protecting our environment
for future generations, reducing marine
and other litter, and promoting the circular
economy with a shift away from a single-use,
throwaway mindset.
“Our legislation has been developed with
the help of our Single-Use Plastics Taskforce
which has representation from 15 different
organisations, including people living with a
disability.
“This consultation has enabled us to develop
an exemption so that single-use plastic drinking
straws can be accessed by people who require
them due to a disability or health need.”
Member for Elder Carolyn Power said the
Government’s single-use plastic ban is hugely
popular in her electorate.
“It’s fantastic to be in one of Adelaide’s
most historic suburbs Colonel Light Gardens
to celebrate one of South Australia’s most
historic days,” Ms Power said.
“It’s clear the South Australian community
want to see less single-use plastic being
consumed and I am proud to be part of a
government which is leading the nation in
action to reduce their use.”
The legislation does not prevent members
of the community from bringing their own
straws to cafes, and any business can
choose to supply individual single-use plastic
drinking straws on request, due to disability
or medical needs.
Prescribed businesses including
pharmacies, Local Government offices,
charities, and medical, dental and care
facilities are able to sell and supply packs of
straws for these purposes.
Bioplastics, like PLA (Polylactic Acid),
that can be labelled compostable, are also
banned as these can only be composted
under strict industrial conditions.
For more information, please visit:
www.replacethewaste.sa.gov.au

The Australian Marine Conservation Society
(AMCS) has welcomed the beginning of South
Australia’s ban on single-use plastics, saying the
ban will save the lives of iconic ocean wildlife like
whales and dolphins.
Single-use plastic straws, drink stirrers and
cutlery were banned on March 1st. Next year, on 1
March 2022, oxo-degradable plastic products, as
well as expanded polystyrene cups, bowls, plates
and clamshell containers will also be outlawed.
Shane Cucow, plastics spokesperson for the
AMCS, welcomed the SA State Government’s
action and urged other states to act with haste.
“The ban on plastic means the end of lethal
plastic straws and cutlery flowing into South
Australia’s waterways and oceans.
“We thank the Marshall government for
responding to ocean lovers, who have been
speaking for years about the deadly plastic scourge
killing countless seabirds, dolphins and whales.
“The sharp pieces of these products can cause
serious internal injuries or poisoning if eaten. They
can get stuck in airways or cause life-threatening
blockages. With safe, earth friendly alternatives
now available, it’s time to ditch these killer plastics
across all of Australia.
“Our oceans know no borders, we need nationwide action to truly stem the flow of plastic. We
call on all States and Territories to follow SA’s
lead and pass their own laws banning single use
plastics. As custodians of the most beautiful and
diverse oceans on the planet, together we can be
a global leader in the fight against plastic.”
Mr Cucow also stressed that this was not the
end of the road for South Australia.
“We have a lot of work left to do to clean
up our oceans. We urge the South Australian
Government to match the ambition of states like
Western Australia, who have also committed to
ban plastics such as heavyweight plastic bags,
cotton buds, fruit & veggie bags and helium
balloon releases in coming years.
Recent statistics released by Tangaroa Blue’s
ReefClean Project showed that in 2019, 24 tonnes
of marine debris was cleared from the Great
Barrier Reef alone.
Plastic pollution has also been associated
with disease on coral reefs. A recent study of
the effects of plastic on 124,000 reef-building
corals from 159 reefs in the Asia Pacific Region
(including Palm Islands, Whitsunday Islands and
Keppel Islands) found the likelihood of disease
increases from 4% to 89% when corals are in
contact with plastic.

INDUSTRY NEWS

AFL joins major
organisations and
charities in backing
a community model for
the Victorian container
deposit scheme
VicRecycle has welcomed AFL’s support for the
Community (Producer Responsibility) model for
the state’s Container Deposit Scheme, joining
Scouts Victoria, Netball Victoria, Football
Victoria, the Good Friday Appeal in backing
maximum benefits for the community.
This model will see AFL clubs be able to
receive the maximum benefit from the CDS
by taking part in the scheme directly, rather
than having to sub-contract to a waste
operator.
“The container deposit scheme is a
great initiative, and the AFL would like
the opportunity for our clubs across the
community to participate directly,” said Sam

Graham, General Manager
Game Development for the
AFL.
“We’re talking to clubs about
whether they might like to take
part as refund point operators, as
occurs in some other states.
“The footprints for many of our clubs are
quite large and they are closely linked in with
local communities.
“This could be a win for recycling, a win
for fans and a win for clubs, particularly
local clubs who are the centre of many local
communities.”
Under the Community (Producer
Responsibility) model in place in WA, QLD
and NT, multiple operators run refund points
and receive the full 6.5c handling fee per
container, in addition to the ten cent refund.
Under the NSW scheme, a single networkoperator TOMRA-Cleanaway runs the
scheme, with community organisations and
charities forced to sub-contract to take part.
They receive around 3.5 – 4.5c handling fee
per container.

“The difference for the Victorian
community is huge,” said VicRecycle Chair
Paul Klymenko.
“If the Victorian Government goes
down the path of the NSW monopoly
model, Victorian footy clubs, community
organisations and charities will be over
$50m a year worse off.
“What we need in Victoria is a scheme
where there is no monopoly, multiple
operators are allowed to take part, and they
take part directly.
“That will allow AFL clubs to fully benefit,
rather than being forced to subcontract to
a waste company that holds a statewide
monopoly.”
The AFL joins the Good Friday Appeal,
Scouts Victoria, Netball Victoria, YMCA,
Football Victoria and The Alannah and
Madeleine Foundation in calling for maximum
community benefits from the CDS.
More information about the differences
and benefits of the various schemes for
community organisations is available at:
www.vicrecycle.com.au

THE WAIT IS OVER

The New Era of Electric is Here

Compact Urban Sweeper S2
Cuts EMISSIONS to ZERO
Steering the way to a more Sustainable Future

Garwood International’s
100% Electric Compact Sweeper
Available and Ready Now to Demo

AVAILABLE EXCLUSIVELY FROM:

www.garwoodinternational.com.au

Call us today to organise a demo.
NSW, ACT & WA
Tony Miller 0429 444 451
tony@garwoodinternational.com.au

VIC, TAS & SA
Ian Pinney 0409 905 451
ian@garwoodinternational.com.au

QLD & NT
Daniel McHugh 0407 789 370
daniel@garwoodinternational.com.au

NEW ZEALAND
Reece McCrystal 0413 751 292
reece@garwoodinternational.com.au
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Creatives for Our Future:

Empowering future creative leaders in
sustainable development
The Swarovski Foundation recently
announced the launch of Swarovski
Foundation Institute: Creatives for Our
Future, a new global grant program designed
with advisor the United Nations Office for
Partnerships to identify and accelerate
the next generation of creative leaders in
sustainability.
SFI: Creatives for Our Future commences
with a four-week open call to all creatives
worldwide aged 18 to 25 from disciplines
including fashion, design, art, architecture,
science, technology and engineering – with
no limit to creative medium. Successful
applicants will have a keen interest in,
demonstration of, or exemplary potential
to use the creative process to accelerate
awareness, technologies or solutions for
sustainable development. The Swarovski
Foundation aims to draw in a diverse pool of
applicants from across the globe and bring
new voices and perspectives to the creative
process.
Selected grantees will receive financial
support to further their practice and design
new pathways for a better world. The funding
is paired with an educational program
in collaboration with top international
institutions, tailored mentorship and industry
networking connections with guidance from
the Swarovski Foundation. Each participating
mentor, leaders in their field, will represent
the broadest range of creative disciplines
from fashion and art to technology and
science. Throughout the program, grantees
will be provided support to develop the
innovations and practices outlined in their
applications and drive progress toward the
Decade of Action to Deliver the Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs). The grantees
will be invited to present in September 2021
– around the high-level segment of the UN
General Assembly – and 2021 was declared
the International Year of the Creative
Economy for Sustainable Development by the
United Nations.
Nadja Swarovski comments: “We are
incredibly proud to launch the Swarovski
Foundation Institute: Creatives for Our Future
8
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program with the United Nations Office for
Partnerships and as part of our ongoing
mission to foster education, creativity and
a sustainable future. This ground-breaking
program will empower the next generation
of creative talent to unlock innovative new
approaches to our global sustainability
challenges and drive progress toward the
Sustainable Development Goals.”
Annemarie Hou, acting Executive Director
of the United Nations Office for Partnerships
highlights the importance of engaging the
creative sector, explaining: “In 2021, the
International Year of Creative Economy for
Sustainable Development, we must work
together to amplify the creativity and talent of
young leaders. The Creatives for Our Future
programme by the Swarovski Foundation
Institute is a trailblazing initiative that is
keeping the promise of the SDGs.”
Further details on the program,
application process and grants can be found
at: www.sfcreatives.org

ABOUT THE SWAROVSKI FOUNDATION
The Swarovski Foundation was set up in 2013 by Nadja
Swarovski to honour the philanthropic spirit of Daniel
Swarovski, who founded the crystal business 125 years
ago in the Tyrolean Alps. It reinforces the company's
commitment to philanthropy and charitable giving.
The Swarovski Foundation’s mission is to build on
this heritage by supporting charitable initiatives and
organizations working in three areas: fostering culture
and creativity, promoting human empowerment and
preserving the environment.
The Foundation funds educational charities and
institutions working across fashion, jewellery and
design, promotes gender equality by working with
organizations that empower young people and address
the challenges facing women around the world, supports
organizations that promote the conservation, protection
and improvement of wildlife and the natural world, and
seeks to bring to philanthropic projects structure and
good governance to ensure positive and long-lasting
social impact.
For further information visit: swarovskifoundation.org

New training on waste
impact reporting
Sustainability and waste management
professionals have a new opportunity to deepen
their understanding of waste reporting, following
the launch of a training course on how to get the
most out of the GRI Waste Standard.
The online course, accessible now through
the GRI Academy, addresses both the theory and
practice of waste reporting. Participants will cover:
• Understanding global trends in waste reporting;
• Identifying leading waste management
practices;
• Interpreting and implementing GRI waste
disclosures;
• How to adapt reporting to the requirements in
GRI 306: Waste 2020.
Published in May last year and in effect for
reporting from 2021 onward, the Waste Standard
enables organizations to identify and manage
waste impacts throughout their value chain,
unlocking business opportunities for circularity and
waste prevention.
Mirjam Groten, GRI’s Chief Business
Development Officer, said:
“Effective sustainability reporting – with insights
that inform strategy and decision making – rely
on reporters with the right training, expertise and
knowledge. That is why we are increasing our
support, with more accessible, online training
through the GRI Academy.”
“The Waste Standard course will help reporters
get the most out of this new global best practice for
disclosure on waste. We will continue to add to the
learning on offer through the Academy, building up
a curriculum that meets the sustainability learning
needs of individuals and organizations around the
world,” Ms Groten said.
Self-paced across eight sections with video
tutorials, the course will take around two hours
to complete. The waste training can be taken as
stand-alone course or as part of the Professional
Certification Program. It contributes towards the
Continuing Education Units (CEUs) that GRI certified
sustainability professionals need to obtain yearly to
maintain their certification. The training is the latest
course on the GRI Academy, and the second topicspecific learning after the Occupational Health &
Safety course launched in October.
GRI Community members are eligible for a
25% discount on fees.

THE ACRS DIFFERENCE

üIndependent

ACRS is a steel certification scheme for steel users, and
independent of product suppliers. So you know ACRS is
working for you;

üExpert

All ACRS auditors and technical staff are qualified and
experienced in the manufacture of the materials ACRS
certifies. So with ACRS you know certified materials have
been audited and approved by people who understand them;

üComprehensive

ACRS certifies all steel products, from all manufacturing
locations to all scheme standards. So with ACRS you know all
listed products are covered, not just some;

üRigorous

ACRS audits every major site at least once every year. So with
ACRS you know certificates are up to date;

üVerified

During every audit, ACRS takes samples at random from
standard production and checks production data every
three-months. So with ACRS you know supplied materials are
assessed regularly;

üContinuous

ACRS uses only selected laboratories to ensure accurate results
independent of the supplier, and matches these with the
supplier’s production data to monitor the supplier’s consistency.

www.steelcertification.com

Ph: (02) 9965 7216 | E: info@steelcertification.com
ABN: 40 096 692 545
ACRS - Independent, Expert Third Party Certification & Verification of Reinforcing, Prestressing
and Structural Steels for Compliance with Australian and New Zealand Standards

INDUSTRY NEWS

Artist’s impression of the proposed
refuelling station at Clayton.

$1 million funding for hydrogen vehicle refueller
CSIRO, Australia's national science agency,
has welcomed Victorian government funding
that will enable it to partner with Swinburne
University of Technology to establish the
Victorian Hydrogen Hub (VH2). VH2 is
designed to bring researchers, industry
partners and businesses together to test,
trial and demonstrate new and emerging
hydrogen technologies.
Under the partnership, CSIRO will
receive more than $1 million towards the
development of a refuelling station to fuel
and test hydrogen vehicles.
The refuelling station, to be located at
CSIRO’s Clayton campus in Victoria, is a key
milestone in the development of CSIRO’s
national Hydrogen Industry Mission, which
aims to support Australia’s clean hydrogen
industry - estimated to create more than 8000
jobs, generate $11 billion a year in GDP and
support a low emissions future.
“As Australia considers energy
alternatives, we know hydrogen is clean
and will be cost-competitive - but a major
barrier to it becoming a fuel source for cars
and trucks is how to refuel, and the lack of
refuelling infrastructure,” CSIRO Executive
Director, Growth, Nigel Warren said. “The
refueller is a significant step towards
removing that barrier.”
Construction will take place as part of
the development of VH2 - a new hydrogen
production and storage demonstration
facility, where CSIRO, Swinburne and
10
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their partners will test ‘real world’ uses for
hydrogen technology.
“We thank the Victorian government
for supporting VH2 which, combined with
the refueller, will allow us to test emerging
hydrogen technologies,” Mr Warren added.
Swinburne University of Technology’s
Vice-Chancellor Professor Pascale Quester
said the University was excited by the
development.
“We are grateful for the Victorian
Government for their support,” Professor
Quester said. “The Victorian Hydrogen Hub
will be another demonstration of how we
can bring people and technology together to
create a better world.
“Swinburne’s strong partnership with
CSIRO means that we will be able to build
on our focus of digitalisation and Industry
4.0, and support industry to enhance its
understanding of what hydrogen can
deliver.”
The refueller project will demonstrate
a fleet trial for CSIRO hydrogen vehicles
with the potential for expansion, providing
refuelling opportunities to other zero
emission Fuel Cell Electric Vehicles (FCEVs)
in the local area.
“We are proud to be investing in this
forward-looking initiative, the kind that
will help build a smarter Victoria and help
respond to climate change,” Victorian
Minister for Higher Education, Gayle Tierney
said.

CSIRO is engaging with vehicle companies
such as Toyota Australia to support the future
adoption and supply of FCEVs in Australia.
“Toyota Australia is delighted to support
the development of this new hydrogen
refuelling station in Victoria with nextgeneration Mirai FCEVs,” Toyota Australia’s
Manager of Future Technologies, Matt
MacLeod said.
“This is a significant step towards having
the necessary refuelling infrastructure
to help grow hydrogen opportunities in
Australia.
“We look forward working closely with
CSIRO and their partners on this exciting
project.”

ABOUT THE EMERGING HYDROGEN
INDUSTRY MISSION
CSIRO announced a program of national missions in
August 2020, aimed at solving some of Australia’s
greatest challenges.
Missions are currently being developed.
The Hydrogen Industry Mission aims to help Australia
work out how to scale up domestic hydrogen supply
and demand for a low emissions future, and support our
hydrogen energy export industry. The mission builds on
CSIRO’s National Hydrogen Roadmap which shared the
opportunities for Australia’s clean hydrogen industry.
CSIRO is currently engaging with and inviting advisory,
funding, R&D and translation partners to work
collaboratively on initiatives.
This announcement builds on a recent funding
commitment from the Victorian government for the
establishment of a Clayton Hydrogen Cluster, of which
CSIRO and Swinburne University of Technology are a part.
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IN PURSUIT OF
ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY SOLUTIONS
The new Bucher Municipal sweepers combine maximum sweeping performance
with minimum environmental impact

In keeping with its focus on delivering innovative equipment solutions that maximise
productivity and performance while minimising the impact on the environment, Bucher
Municipal has launched two new high-performance sweepers in the Australian market,
including the company’s first 100% Electric compact sweeper.

12
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Meeting the Demand
for Eco-friendly Equipment

K

nown as the CityCat V20e, Bucher Municipal’s new
state-of-the-art electric sweeper brings together the ideal
combination of outstanding sweeping performance and large
load capacity, in a compact, highly manoeuvrable unit which is packed
with features - including enough battery capacity to deliver a full
8-hour shift on a single charge.
The second of the new sweeper models, the V65t truck-mounted
sweeper, has been specifically developed to provide longer on-station
time, maximum performance and low operational costs, while also
minimising its impact on the environment. With its improved operating
efficiency (including a 40% increase in pick-up performance), reduced
operating noise, and fuel savings of up to 30%, the new V65t looks
set to build on its international success, where it is rapidly becoming
the sweeper of choice for both municipal and contractor sweeping
applications across a number of major markets.
Speaking about the new models, Luke Aitken, General Manager –
Sales and Marketing at Bucher Municipal said that the launch of
the new sweepers in Australia not only represented a major
‘watershed’ moment in the company’s history, but also highlighted
Bucher’s commitment to minimising the environmental impact of
its equipment.
“We’re extremely proud to be able to introduce these new models
to the Australian market. These new sweepers not only represent
the beginning of an exciting new chapter in our equipment offering,
they also highlight the fact that when it comes to equipment such as
sweepers, eco-friendly performance does not have to come at the
expense of operational performance or productivity,” he said.
“Bucher Municipal, both locally and globally, has always placed
a strong emphasis on sustainability and good environmental
performance - not only in terms of our own business operations, but
also in terms of the equipment we design and manufacture. Whether
it is reducing emissions, reducing waste, improving fuel efficiency, or
moving away from fossil fuels, we take our commitment to improving
the environmental performance of our products and our company
extremely seriously.”
“Perhaps most importantly, that commitment is not just talk, or
some sort of ‘slogan’. It’s a genuine commitment that is results driven.
It encompasses a range of R&D programs – both in Australia and
abroad - as well as an array of sustainability-focused projects across
each of our business divisions, and I’m proud to say, some of the
fruits of those labours are clearly evident in these new machines,”
Luke Aitken added.

In recent years there has been a significant increase in demand for
governments and the private sector to improve sustainability and
reduce the environmental impact of their operations.
Not surprisingly, these demands for improved environmental
performance also extend to the plant and equipment they use. Fuel
consumption, emissions, waste and any other number of sustainability
KPI’s are now critical factors when it comes to purchasing plant and
equipment. In fact, together with the obvious considerations of build
quality, functionality and safety, it’s fair to say that environmental
performance is now well and truly a primary consideration for all
new equipment purchases across both the public and private sector.
“Where matters such as vehicle emissions and fuel consumption,
may have once been a secondary consideration, ever-increasing
demands for improved environmental performance, have elevated
‘eco-friendly’ performance to a top tier consideration,” Luke Aitken
commented.
“In fact, for many purchasers, it can be a deal breaker. If a
vehicle, or piece of plant or equipment doesn’t fall within their
sustainability guidelines or meet their emissions reduction targets,
it’s off the table!”
“Importantly, at Bucher, we also recognise that while ‘eco-friendly’
performance is a critical factor, it must not come at the expense
of operational performance, safety, productivity, build quality or
reliability,” he added. “After all, the equipment has to be able to fulfil
its primary functions.”
“Sweepers often have to work in extremely harsh operating
environments, and owners and operators need to be sure that their
sweeper is going to function properly, when it’s needed and with no
problems,” he said.
“It needs to deliver the quality results that they expect, day after day
and shift after shift."
“With that in mind, our engineers have also optimised both the
CityCat V20e and the V65t truck-mounted sweeper to meet the
specific requirements of the Australian market, particularly in terms of
operating conditions and climate,” Luke Aitken said.

“It needs to deliver the quality results
that they expect, day after day and shift
after shift.”
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The CityCat V20e
100% Electric – Zero Emissions
Developed with a focus on performance and reliability, Bucher
Municipal’s new CityCat V20e 100% Electric compact sweeper delivers
the ideal combination of outstanding sweeping performance, large
hopper capacity, compact manoeuvrability and Zero Emissions.
The key to the CityCat V20e’s remarkable performance capabilities
lies within the sweeper’s custom-designed Li-ion HV battery system.
Featuring 63 kWh of storage capacity, the battery system has the
capacity to power the unit for a full 8-hour shift.
“In the past, one of the biggest challenges with 100% electric
equipment has been ensuring that it has the capability to function
at full capacity for an entire 8-hour shift without requiring additional
charging part way through. And it’s not just a case of adding more
battery storage,” Luke Aitken said.
“Batteries add weight… and a significant amount of weight at that.
The more weight you add to a machine, the harder it has to work and
the less load it can carry.”
“In a sweeper, adding weight can mean having to reduce the
hopper capacity, which in turn, means more trips to and from
emptying locations and more time spent emptying and cleaning out
the hopper. Together with the added inconvenience, it can result in a
substantial reduction in total sweeping time per shift and significantly
lower productivity,” he added.
“With that in mind, it was clear that the task of balancing battery
capacity and power management with total machine weight and
sweeping performance, would be one of the biggest challenges facing
the engineering team during the development of the CityCat V20e,”
Luke Aitken added.
Importantly, Bucher Municipal’s global design and engineering
teams were up to that challenge, and the new CityCat V20e is the
proof. By utilising the very latest in battery technology, together
with a state-of-the-art power management system, Bucher Municipal
has produced a sweeper that delivers the ideal balance of battery
capacity, hopper capacity, size, weight and manoeuvrability, while also
delivering outstanding sweeping performance.
The custom-designed Bucher Battery Pack has been specifically
tailored to the vehicle. The Bucher Battery Pack uses proven technology
to deliver maximum power performance with minimal environmental
footprint, including very-low noise emissions.
Fitted with a standard Type 2 charger inlet, the battery can be
recharged in just two to three hours at any public car charging station

14
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thanks to a 22 kW on-board charger. The system also uses regenerative
charging during braking to further extend the unit’s operational range.
The exceptionally robust and maintenance-free design of the HV
battery ensures maximum service life in daily operation and minimum
deterioration of the cells.

Compact Manoeuvrability, Outstanding
Performance
Measuring just 4200mm (long) x 1300mm (wide) x 1999mm (high),
Bucher Municipal’s CityCat V20e compact sweeper has been designed
to provide easy access along inner-city streets, laneways, footpaths,
recreational trails and other areas with limited access. Tried and true
articulated steering with load-sensing steering hydraulics provides
exceptional agility, manoeuvrability and maximum directional stability.
The rear of the sweeper follows the exact path of the front, letting the
driver concentrate on the task ahead.

“... our engineers have also optimised both the
CityCat V20e and the V65t truck-mounted sweeper
to meet the specific requirements of the Australian
market, particularly in terms of operating conditions
and climate.”

The unit’s 45 kW electric drive system provides for an operating
speed of up to 15 km/h and a travelling speed of up to 50 km/h, which
helps to further reduce downtime travelling to and from dumping
locations.
Importantly, with noise emissions of only 92 dB(A) (2000/14/EG)
during sweeping, the CityCat V20e can be used around the clock,
making it ideal for night sweeping operations in CBD and inner-city
residential areas.
Weighing in at 2700kg and with a with payload capacity of 2100kg,
the new CityCat V20e provides outstanding load capacity. The unit’s
2.0m3 capacity stainless steel hopper has a dumping height of 1555
mm and dumping width 1043 mm for easy emptying into transfer skips.
The hopper can be operated either from the outside of the sweeper or
directly from the cab. The large and easy to clean filter screen ensures
high air velocity even in leaf season by preventing premature clogging.
This, combined with the all-new ‘easy clean’ hopper cleaning option,
means operators spend less time cleaning, leaving more time for
sweeping. The unit also incorporates a 150-litre capacity service water
tank, which is located underneath the hopper for maximum stability.
With a standard sweeping width of 2100mm, and a maximum
sweeping width of 2700mm with the optional 3rd front brush, the
CityCat V20e provides the flexibility to sweep both narrow laneways
and large open areas. The unit’s floating suction intake with its patented
mounting mechanism and more efficient, energy-optimized fan, ensures
maximum air velocity for perfect sweeping results, no matter how
uneven the surface. The CityCat V20e’s articulated steering capability
means the suction intake always faces in the direction of travel, giving
a clean sweep without leaving unsightly dirt streaks behind. The unit’s
wide diameter suction intake enables it to easily pick up larger items,
while the straight suction hose helps to minimise risk of blockage and
provides optimum air flow for trouble-free operation.

Focus on Operator Comfort and Safety
From an operator’s perspective, the CityCat V20e delivers
ergonomic comfort, high-tech features and, most importantly,
safety that belies its compact size. The suspended, soundinsulated aluminium cab features a windscreen made of heatreflecting, curved, low-reflection safety glass, and a walk-thru
cab design with two sliding windows in each door, providing
excellent visibility for the operator. For added safety and
visibility, the CityCat V20e is also available with a choice of
camera options which can be connected to the unit’s Smart-Con
and CSense screens.
The individually adjustable, sprung driver's seat with headrest
and 3-point safety belt, together with the angle- and heightadjustable steering column, soft touch steering and an armrest
with in-built ergonomic controls provide a comfortable and
ergonomic workstation.
Developed with a focus on ease-of-operation, the CityCat
V20e’s Smart-Con multifunctional armrest and Smart-Con 4.3-inch
display provide both intuitive and ergonomic sweeper operation.
The sweeper can be operated by one hand via the armrest control
pad, while Smart-Con screen provides feedback on all automotive
and sweeping related operations.
In addition, the unit’s CSense 10.1-inch touch display provides
access for extended settings and visual diagnostics, providing the
operator with a detailed overview of the vehicle. The adjustable
CSense screen, can also be used to display video feeds from
optional cameras.
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“... Minimising the environmental impact of
our equipment and operations is a key edict of
Bucher Municipal around the globe. ”

16

V65t Truck Mounted Sweeper

Rethinking Sweeper Design

Further highlighting Bucher Municipal’s commitment to minimising the
environmental impact of its equipment without sacrificing operational
performance, the new V65t Truck Mounted Sweeper is helping to set a
new benchmark in sweeper efficiency.
Developed under the banner “helping you achieve more by using
less”, the V65t stands as testament to the fact that the journey to
reduced emissions and improved environmental performance does not
necessarily start and finish with a move from fossil-fuel. Luke Aitken,
General Manager – Sales and Marketing at Bucher Municipal, explained:
“While the ultimate goal is generally seen as a move away from fossilfuel powered vehicles and equipment, the fact of the matter is that for
some equipment the current technology and supporting infrastructure
is not mature enough to make some changes practical, or for that
matter, affordable.”
“Importantly, however, we also believe the fact that some alternatives
are not currently a practical option for some equipment mustn’t be seen
as an excuse to do nothing to improve the performance of our current
technology,” he said.
“Minimising the environmental impact of our equipment and
operations is a key edict of Bucher Municipal around the globe. As is our
focus on continual product improvement.”
“With that in mind, the Bucher Municipal engineering and design
teams undertook a massive R&D project, looking at our previous
truck mounted sweeper models to see how they could reduce the
equipment’s environmental footprint – both from an operational
and manufacturing perspective – without negatively impacting its
performance in the field,” Luke Aitken added.
Needless to say, Bucher Municipal’s massive R&D commitment is
producing some extremely impressive results, including the V65t truck
mounted sweeper. Redesigned from the ground up, the new V65t is
already setting new benchmarks in both environmental and sweeping
performance and is rapidly becoming the sweeper of choice for
contractors and municipalities in Europe and beyond.

While the V65t may look familiar externally, in many ways, when
compared to previous models, that’s where the similarities end.
Far beyond some ‘minor tweaking of a previous design’, from an
operational aspect much of the V65t has been completely redesigned.
Utilising state-of-the-art fluid modelling and simulation tools
normally found at the cutting edge of aircraft and motorsport
development, the team at Bucher Municipal re-designed the fan,
fan case and air ducting to maximise air delivery and minimise
losses in the machine. This, in turn, has not only helped to
improve suction performance at the nozzles, it has also helped to
significantly reduce both fuel consumption and noise pollution.
This innovative Smoothflow Air Technology is further
complemented by a fully updated control system and a choice
of operating modes, each of which have been re-configured to
maximise efficiency and fuel consumption benefits. The system
is also available with an optional boost function which further
maximises the performance of the Smoothflow system, taking
machine performance to new levels.
Specifically designed to minimise both environmental impact
and operating cost, the V65t sweeper features a large 190 litre
auxiliary fuel tank giving increased on-station time. In addition,
maintenance costs are significantly reduced on the gearbox
and fluid coupling, as no belts or high wearing components are
required.
What’s more, suction sweeping requires fewer components,
resulting in less wear and tear, further reducing maintenance costs.
The V65t is designed to fit a wide range of chassis models to
suit specific operational requirements, providing the power and
performance to complete the task. With a 1500 rev Eco-mode
built into the V65t, fuel conservation is enhanced, and noise levels
are reduced. A full CANBus integrated door mounted control pad
allows the operator to safely adjust all the sweep options.
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In-cabin controls are ergonomically positioned to provide safe and
easy operation whilst sweeping. The CANBus system monitors sweeper
performance and provides daily checks. The 7” JVM display provides
an audible and visual raised hopper warning, fuel gauge, engine hour
meter, tachometer and a water level gauge. In addition, data can be
downloaded via a USB stick, showing a range of information from
fuel consumption to average sweeping times. Throttle control of the
auxiliary engine is infinitely variable, ensuring optimum operational
and fuel efficiency without compromising performance.

Designed for Maximum Productivity
Maximising on-station time requires a balance of having enough water
capacity to minimise refills, having enough hopper capacity to cope
with large volumes of leaves or debris, having a payload great enough
to meet demands of a workday and being able to carry enough fuel to
reduce non-productive travel.
4* EUnited PM10/2.5 Certified, the V65t features a 6.5m3 capacity
hopper manufactured from 1.4003 stainless steel, shot blasted with
aluminium oxide prior to the application of a strontium based primer
followed by a hard wearing top coat. In addition, all integral parts
such as the sweepgear, powerpack and subframe are shot blasted
and electro-magnetically powder painted in a durable two part epoxy
paint finish. This ensures the sweeper continues to look as good as it
performs, retaining a longer in-service life and high residual value.
The V65t uses yellow mist atomizing jets to reduce water usage
by 20%. Optional red nozzle jets with higher flow are available for
heavier applications. The unit’s 1554 litre stainless steel water tank is
integrated in the lower portion of the hopper. An optional 700 litre
additional water tank is also available.
For increased productivity, an optional water recirculation system is
also available. The system can save up to 900 litres of water per day,
further extending the on-station time, while also delivering the added
advantage of reducing dust emissions.

Product Benefits
20% IMPROVED EFFICIENCY – the new
design features have increased machine
efficiency by up to 20%, with increased
machine performance and reduced
environmental impact.
30% FUEL SAVING - The Smoothflow Air
Technology System provides up to 30% fuel
saving compared to the previous system, with
the design delivering significant cost savings
and emissions reduction.
40% INCREASED PICK UP PERFORMANCE Greater air flow provides significantly better
machine performance, with up to 40% better
pick up performance compared to the previous
design.
REDUCED NOISE POLLUTION - The new
design has also delivered a significant
reduction in operating noise levels for both the
operator and bystanders.
For further information on these or any other products in the
Bucher Municipal range, visit: www.buchermunicipal.com.au
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Carbon Capture
Technology –
The Challenge
Ahead

Carbon Capture Technology Faces a Difficult Few Years, Finds IDTechEx Research

18

Carbon capture, utilization, and storage
(CCUS), or carbon capture and storage
(CCS), is a set of technologies used to
strip carbon dioxide from industrial
waste gases or directly from the
atmosphere. Once the carbon dioxide is
captured, it is either stored permanently
underground (carbon storage) or
it is used for a range of industrial
applications (carbon utilization),
such as CO2-derived fuels or building
materials. CCUS technologies are likely
to play a key role in the fight against
climate change, with the UN estimating
that CCUS could mitigate between 1.5
and 6.3 gigatonnes of CO2 equivalents
per year by 2050.

However, this is a drop in the ocean
compared with global CO2 emissions,
which reached 36 billion tonnes in 2019.
Although global emissions are believed
to have dropped to around 31 billion
tonnes in 2020, stemming from the global
slowdown in the wake of COVID-19, this
is probably a blip in the wider picture,
and global CO2 emissions are likely to
continue growing over the next few years.
For CCUS to have a meaningful impact on
emissions in a timely manner, it will need
to scale up hundreds of times compared
with today's levels.
CCUS technologies also face some
major challenges that could hamper

The world has already taken its steps
along this pathway. Over the last decade,
the deployment of carbon capture
technology has been steadily scaling
up, with global carbon capture capacity
reaching 40 million tonnes in 2020. Plans
for more than 30 new CCUS facilities
have been announced since 2017. If all
these projects proceeded, global capture
capacity would triple to around 140
million tonnes per year.

“Separating out CO2 from a mixture of gases is
costly. Although separation is fairly straightforward
for waste streams with high concentrations of CO2
- such as in natural gas processing or ammonia
production - it becomes costlier as the relative
amount of CO2 in the stream decreases.”
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widespread deployment. Although
each aspect of CO2 capture, utilization,
and storage faces its own challenges, a
common challenge facing all aspects of
the industry is that of economics.
Separating out CO2 from a mixture of
gases is costly. Although separation is
fairly straightforward for waste streams
with high concentrations of CO2, such
as in natural gas processing or ammonia
production, it becomes costlier as the
relative amount of CO2 in the stream
decreases. Capturing one tonne of CO2
from a flue gas stream in an average coalfired power plant currently costs around
$40-80. Capturing CO2 directly from the

CARBON CAPTURE TECHNOLOGY

IDTechEx forecasts global carbon capture capacity
to reach 1.27 gigatonnes per year by 2040.

atmosphere can cost around $600. The
energy requirements to capture the CO2
are also an issue – a coal plant equipped
with CO2 capturing equipment can
require about 25% more fuel to generate
the same amount of power as one
without it.
Once the carbon has been captured,
there's the challenge of what to do with
it. Captured CO2 can either be stored
underground or utilized for various
industrial applications.
Underground storage is by far the
most widely used option, with most
industrial-scale CCUS facilities using
captured CO2 for enhanced oil recovery
(EOR), where CO2 is injected into oil wells
to boost productivity. This is somewhat
problematic in its own sense, as it is
essentially using CO2 to access more oil
which will then be burned to give out
CO2, but it also requires high oil prices to
be commercially viable.
The drop in oil prices stemming from the
COVID-19 pandemic made EOR less viable
in 2020, resulting in the Petra Nova facility's

closure in Texas, which was the world's
largest installation of CO2 capture on a
power plant. Carbon pricing schemes and
tax credits such as the 45Q scheme in the
US can help make CO2 storage more viable,
although such schemes are still in their
early stages across much of the world.
Despite these challenges, progress in
CCUS may be something the world can't
afford to ignore. Innovative companies
across the world are working to overcome
the challenges associated with CCUS,
for example, through improved capture
technology and the development of
catalysts that can quickly and cheaply
convert CO2 molecules into useful
chemicals and fuels. The next few years
could be essential in ensuring the future
success of the industry.
“Carbon Capture, Utilization and Storage
2021-2040”, a new report from IDTechEx,
explores the technical and commercial
factors that are key to ensuring the success
of the industry.
This report provides a comprehensive
view of the global CCUS industry,

providing a detailed analysis of both the
technological and economic factors that
are set to shape the industry over the
next twenty years. The report considers
carbon capture, carbon utilization, and
carbon storage individually, discussing
the technology innovations, key players,
and opportunities within each area,
alongside a twenty-year forecast for
the deployment of carbon capture
technology.
For more information on this report,
please visit: www.IDTechEx.com/
CCUS, or for the full portfolio of Green
Technology research available from
IDTechEx, please visit: www.IDTechEx.
com/Research/GreenTech

ABOUT IDTECHEX
IDTechEx guides strategic business decisions through
its Research, Subscription and Consultancy products,
providing critical information and insight into emerging
technologies.
For more information, contact research@IDTechEx.com or
visit www.IDTechEx.com
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Australia’s $2B tallest tower
set to become tallest vertical
garden in the world
Award-winning Melbourne property
developer, Beulah, has just announced its
$2 billion tower, Southbank by Beulah, is
set to become the tallest vertical garden
in the world, setting a precedent for future
skyscrapers to incorporate nature.
On track to become Australia’s tallest tower
at 365 metres high, Southbank by Beulah’s
external vertical garden will reach a total
of 5.5-kilometres, the length of Melbourne’s
famed The Tan running track nearly 1.5 times
over.
Beulah has engaged a world-class team
to research and engineer the towering
feat, which employs progressive and
forward-thinking biophilic design to emulate
nature with over 6,000m2 of gardens.
Welcoming residents and visitors to the
towers, Southbank by Beulah also features
extensive greenery on the ground levels
and surrounding outdoor areas, bringing
the total landscaped area to over 15,500m2.
This includes carefully curating a selection
of mother nature’s most resilient plants
from coastal and mountainous areas, with
placement to be based on the exact sunlight,
wind and elevation characteristics of each
square metre.
Beulah has commenced a horticultural
research and development programme in
partnership with landscape architects, to
identify and develop the best plants and trees
20
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for the location of each planting bed. this
includes mountain and coastal plants being
placed at higher levels, allowing them to thrive
in northern sunlight and morning breeze, with
large-leaf breeds placed at lower heights like
that of their natural rainforest conditions.
Also taken into consideration is eliminating
the risk of falling green material, with planting
systems locking plants into planter beds and
allowing for full abseiling maintenance.
The chosen plant species will be developed
in a dedicated nursery in Victoria, which will
mature in the landscape beds in the years
preceding installation, grown within similar
environmental conditions to ensure they thrive
in their new, permanent locations.
Beulah Executive Director Adelene Teh
said the project will provide individuals
with the opportunity to connect with nature
throughout the entirety of the two towers
across every level – extending from childcare
to workspaces, hotel, retail and residential.
“With recent events highlighting the
importance of a close connection to nature,
beautiful, biophilic design is more important
now than ever, particularly as Melburnians
become more aware of the need for health
and wellbeing,” said Adelene.
“We know that the inclusion of greenery,
water, light and other natural elements within
a built environment positively affects how
people interact with the space and how

they feel in the space, both mentally and
physically. By offering lush, verdant spaces,
guests and residents of Southbank by Beulah
can enjoy an abundance of health benefits.”
The garden will push the boundaries of
flora-infused buildings, serving to attract
local birdlife, sequester CO2 and produce
an abundance of oxygen and filter dust and
pollutants from the air, improving oxygen
levels into the towers and surrounding areas.
Boasting an innovative and eco conscious
irrigation system, water collected on the
building terraces will be stored underground
for reuse as irrigation, with water stored by
plants set to cool the surrounding area in
summer and warm it during winter.
Beyond the verdant exterior, Southbank
by Beulah will offer a multitude of green
spaces for residents and guests to enjoy,
encouraging interactional education.
Envisioned as a vertical mini-metropolis,
Southbank by Beulah will comprise four
distinct collections of private residences,
public and green spaces, a rooftop sky
garden, town hall, commercial offices, a fivestar urban resort, childcare centre, a health
and wellness precinct, arts and culture
spaces and programs, as well as world-class
experiential retail, all within two twisting
terraced forms.
“Southbank by Beulah will transform the
way Melburnians work, live, learn, revitalise
and play — it will set a global benchmark for
an unprecedented lifestyle hub that caters
to present and future generations and will
assist in the future growth of Melbourne and
its vision to become a truly global smart city,”
said Adelene.
The twisting spines include a series of
outdoor spaces and green elements along
the façades of the two towers, paying
homage to Melbourne’s title of The Garden
City, symbolically bridging the iconic Royal
Botanic Gardens with Melbourne’s Arts
Precinct.
Pocket parks that emulate scaleddown neighbourhood parks will be a key
feature throughout the building, connecting
neighbourhoods vertically within the
residential tower, providing residents with
a sense of community and a place to relax,
before culminating in a landscaped journey
to the publicly accessible rooftop sky garden.
Construction is forecast to commence
early next year and will take approximately
5 years to complete.
For more information, please visit:
www.southbankbybeulah.com

BUILT ENVIRONMENT

Practical Strategies for Climate Change in Urban Design
Water City describes adaptation strategies
to help practitioners in the urban landscape
tackle these issues and make our cities better
places to live. This practical guide is a key
read for professionals and stakeholders in
landscape architecture, urban design, planning
and all those interested in how climate change
will affect the future of our cities.

Water City by Matthew Bradbury offers
practical solutions to some of the
environmental challenges facing 21st-century
cities as a result of climate change. The
dense compact nature of the contemporary
city makes it difficult to generate urban
resilience to the effects of climate change,
particularly coastal and pluvial flooding.
This book describes a design-led
remediation methodology that draws on
catchment planning and GIS mapping and
analysis to redefine the city as a series of
hydrological and ecological systems.
Six case studies test the presented
methodology, two greenfield and four brownfield
sites based in the UK, USA, New Zealand and
China. Each case study is illustrated with GIS
maps and perspectives. Specific solutions to the
environmental problems that will be intensified
by climate change are presented.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Matthew Bradbury is an associate professor at the
School of Architecture, Te Whare Wananga o Wairaka,
Aotearoa/New Zealand and leader of the Masters of
Landscape Architecture programme. Matthew’s research
explores the intersection of landscape practice and urban
design in the development of a new urban model.
Water City by Matthew Bradbury is pubished by About
Taylor & Francis Group and available from Routledge at:
https://www.routledge.com/Water-City-PracticalStrategies-for-Climate-Change/Bradbury/p/
book/9780367425067

Exhibition asks: Can Melbourne become an entirely self-sufficient city?
The rooftop of Golden Age Group’s 130
Little Collins Street was transformed into
a series of site specific installations and
performances by 15 of Melbourne’s most
renowned architects and designers, as they,
alongside Ross Harding’s Finding Infinity
seek to transform Greater Melbourne from a
consumer to a producer by 2030.
Forming part of Melbourne Design Week
as an independent exhibition, A New Normal
challenged Melbourne to become an entirely
self-sufficient city, a fitting analogy to
coincide with the Design Week 2021 theme
of Design the world that you want.
From a live demonstration of electrifying
a vehicle to showcase the potential for
converting all transport infrastructure to
electric; through to an installation exploring
the possibility of energy efficiency retrofits of
buildings across greater Melbourne, A New
Normal encouraged Melbourne’s creative
community to come together to consider,
interrogate and celebrate a raft of emerging
sustainable technologies.
Acting as the canvas for the installations
is Golden Age Group’s 130 Little Collins
Street building; purchased in 2019 from
the Uniting Church where it served as the
Uniting Church’s Victorian and Tasmanian

headquarters for the last 52 years since the
building was built in 1967.
A brown brick building as it stands today,
the building is set for demolition to make way
for a 27-level high state-of-the-art boutique
commercial office that is set to redefine
the traditional office space by creating
an unprecedented vertical community
with a strong emphasis on sustainability,
technology, health and well-being.
While 130 Little Collins will be a building
of high environmentally sustainable
design with certification targets of 5-Star
NABERS design potential, 5-Star Green Star
Design and As-Built, in addition to WELL
Certification as a means of improving the
health and wellbeing of its occupants,
Golden Age Managing Director Jeff
Xu agrees more can be done by
developers.
“Although these practices
are not as ambitious as what A
New Normal is proposing for
Greater Melbourne, they are an
important first step and one many
developers are yet to take.
“Initiatives such as WELL
Certification were unheard of a few
years ago but today, is becoming more

commonplace - this is a result of more
honest conversations, asking ourselves
what can we do better for the environment
as well as the inhabitants of each project.
“The transition to a greener future will
be one that will take place over a number
of years but Golden Age is committed,
alongside the architects involved in this
program, to rethink our approach to future
projects because at the end of the day, every
small step in the right direction counts.
"The collective vision all these architects
have on the future of sustainability is
incredibly inspiring and is a
must for those involved
in the broader industry
to be exposed to. The
installations will
no doubt get the
industry thinking
(and talking)
and we are
pleased to be
able to provide
the blank
canvas for
the program to
become a reality,”
he said.
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Australian father of
photovoltaics awarded
prestigious 2021 Japan Prize
UNSW Sydney solar expert honoured with Japan Prize for
transforming the photovoltaics industry.
The Japan Prize Foundation has announced that Australian Scientia
Professor Martin Green is a laureate of the Japan Prize in the field of
“Resources, Energy, the Environment, and Social Infrastructure” for his
revolutionary work in the field of photovoltaics.
The annual prize is one of world’s most prestigious awards given to
scientists who’ve helped to make significant advances in the fields of
science and technology worldwide, thus furthering the cause of peace
and prosperity of mankind. Each year two fields of scientific endeavour
are honoured.
Professor Green, who is Director of the Australian Centre for
Advanced Photovoltaics (ACAP) at UNSW Sydney, was recognised for
his work in developing high-efficiency silicon photovoltaic devices.
“It’s a privilege to receive this award, which serves as a reminder
that the quest for inexpensive, renewable energy is a global quest
seeking to sustain the trajectory of human civilization on our shared
planet,” Professor Green said.
“I’d like to pay tribute to the thousands of solar researchers who
have worked in the field for many years, including those at UNSW and
elsewhere who have helped not just make PERC [solar cells] a reality
but solar now the cheapest source of bulk electricity supply.”
Professor Green also thanked the Australian Government for its
sustained support of his work, most recently through the Australian
Renewable Energy Agency (ARENA).
The highly competitive prize had 142 nominations in the field of
Resources, Energy, the Environment, and Social Infrastructure,
comprising prominent scientists and researchers from across the
globe. It is rated as one of the world’s top 30 major academic awards by
IREG List of International Academic Awards with a reputation score of
0.66 compared to a Nobel Prize.
Professor Green is often described as “the father of modern
photovoltaics” and has played a significant role in the development and
uptake of PV technology, positioning it to a point where it can now be
used to decarbonise global energy supply.
He is a world-leading specialist in silicon solar cells, and the
research group he founded in UNSW Engineering is the largest and
best-known university-based photovoltaic research group in the world.
The enormous reductions in costs in photovoltaic solar systems in
recent years is directly related to his scientific efforts, largely through
the work of his students in establishing manufacturing centres in Asia
via Australian-Asian joint ventures.
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His record-breaking achievements stretch across decades. In 1989,
his team supplied the solar cells for the first photovoltaic system with an
energy conversion efficiency of 20%. In 2014, he headed the development
team that first demonstrated the conversion of sunlight into electricity
with an energy conversion efficiency of 40%. His team has held the world
record for silicon cell efficiency for 30 of the last 38 years.
Among his many breakthroughs, he invented the PERC solar cell,
which accounts for over 85% of the world solar cell manufacturing
capacity with its rapidly increasing market share due to its high
efficiency at low cost. PERC solar cells are now the commercial
standard throughout the world, with PERC system sales exceeding
US$100 billion in 2019 and predicted to exceed US$3 trillion
cumulatively by 2040.
“Early in my career, solar was interesting but terribly expensive,”
Professor Green said. “Now it embodies the long-standing hope of an
abundant, inexpensive renewable resource, providing an answer to
our planet’s critical environmental challenges.”
Professor Green is the third Australian researcher to win the
prize since it was first awarded in 1985, joining Professor Jacques
Miller who won the award in 2018 for deciphering the two types of
lymphocyte lineages involved in adaptive immunity and Professor
Frank Fenner who won the award in 1988 for overseeing the
eradication of smallpox.
UNSW President and Vice-Chancellor Professor Ian Jacobs
congratulated Professor Green on his achievement.
“Martin has made a seminal contribution to the development
of renewable energy which produces major economic and social
benefits globally. The legacy of his work will have a positive impact
for many decades to come.
“This award cements his place as one of the most influential minds
in engineering globally. UNSW is proud of his stellar achievements and
we warmly congratulate Martin on this richly deserved accolade.”
Professor Nicholas Fisk, Deputy Vice-Chancellor, Research,
said: “Martin has pulled off the biggest prize in UNSW history, fully
deserved for a life’s work on ground-breaking solar R&D. This is the
ultimate in translation, still snowballing as we speak.”
Professor Green has supervised more than 120 PhD students
over the course of his career. Some of these students have been
instrumental in driving enormous cost reductions in PV solar systems
by helping to establish manufacturing centres around the world.
UNSW Acting Dean of Engineering Professor Stephen Foster said
Martin and his research team have made a profound global impact.
“Martin’s work over decades has revolutionised the way that
energy is delivered across the globe, through developed and
developing societies, to industry, communities, and individuals
– clean, renewable, energy that transforms worlds and reduces
greenhouse gas emissions. That this work was conducted at UNSW
makes one truly proud,” he said.
The Japan Prize Foundation awards 50 million Japanese yen
(approximately AUD $620,000) along with a certificate and prize medal
to each of the winners of the two fields in 2021.

ABOUT THE JAPAN PRIZE FOUNDATION
The Japan Prize is awarded annually to scientists and researchers from around the world
who have made significant contributions to the advancement of science and technology,
furthering the cause of peace and prosperity of mankind. Each year two fields of scientific
endeavour are honoured. More information is available at: https://www.japanprize.jp/en/
index.html

The high temperature
receiver in operation
at CSIRO’s National
Solar Energy Centre in
Newcastle.
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Australian-wide network of
game-changing hydrogen
technology clusters unveiled

CSIRO plays part in us next-gen
solar thermal technology
The US government rcently announced it will fund a pilot-scale test
facility to demonstrate a next-generation concentrated solar thermal
(CST) technology that Australia helped develop.
The falling particle CST technology is 100 per cent renewable and
can store multiple hours of thermal energy for firm, fully dispatchable
power generation. It is a simple, thermally stable and relatively
low-cost system with applications for power generation and heat
processing across mining, mineral processing, chemical processing
and other high temperature industrial processes.
Australia’s involvement was managed through the Australian
Solar Thermal Research Institute (ASTRI), a ten-year, $100 million
international research collaboration funded (50 per cent) by the
Australian Renewable Energy Agency (ARENA).
Australia’s national science agency, CSIRO, has been one of the
main external contributors to the falling particle technology being
developed by US based Sandia Laboratories, which will receive
$25m USD from the US Department of Environment to aid in the
construction of a demonstration plant in Albuquerque New Mexico.
The Sandia falling particle system has been developed over the
past two years with significant input from Australia, including CSIRO,
the Australian National University and the University of Adelaide.
CSIRO, through ASTRI, has also built its own pilot-scale falling
particle system at its Newcastle solar energy facility.
Wes Stein, ASTRI Chief Technology Officer and CSIRO Solar
Thermal Research Manager said CSIRO is expecting to test its falling
particle system using concentrated sunlight in the next few weeks.
“We are delighted that our US colleagues have selected this
technology as the pathway forward for CST technology,” Mr Stein said.
“We have been working closely with the US for several years
on the next generation of CST technology and the US decision
reflects our efforts and recognises Australian contributions to the
development of this system.”
The technology involves a falling curtain of small particles which is
heated by concentrated sunlight.
The particles are heated to well over 700 °C and then stored as
thermal energy for use day or night, to generate electricity or to
provide high temperature industrial process heat.
Temperatures over 1,000°C are possible depending on the process.
This next phase of the US project will design and test a megawattscale thermal falling particle CST system.
As a demonstration project it will have the potential to operate
for thousands of hours and has been designed for over six hours of
energy storage at temperatures well over 700 °C.

A network of regional hydrogen technology clusters has been
unveiled across Australia, as part of a drive to establish a
nationwide hydrogen cluster. Spearheaded by NERA (National
Energy Resources Australia), the national cluster (which
would operate as a virtual network) will establish a global
identity and a recognised brand for Australian hydrogen
technology and expertise. It will also aid the development of
the hydrogen supply chain, reduce overlaps and identify gaps
in the development, deployment, and commercialisation of new
hydrogen focussed technologies.
The establishment of the recently announced regional hydrogen
technology clusters - which cover all of Australia’s states and territories
- follows the conclusion of a seed funding selection program started by
NERA in September. NERA has also been able to leverage a range of
funding commitments from state and territory governments around the
country, as well as industry financial support.
NERA CEO Miranda Taylor said the announcement was a crucial
step in building the skills, capacities and commercialisation
opportunities necessary to unlock Australia’s enormous potential to
create a globally competitive hydrogen industry that, according to a
2019 Deloitte report, could increase Australia’s GDP up to $26 billion.
“This marks a great step forward in Australia’s capability in
developing hydrogen technologies. These regional clusters, all of
which have the support of their state and territory governments,
have been established around key, existing hydrogen projects
and technology supply chains in strategic locations that have a
demonstrated capacity to support them.”
“This will ensure long-term local cohesion and sustainable
capability across the emerging hydrogen value chain,” said Ms Taylor.
The development of a national hydrogen cluster was identified by the
2019 National Hydrogen Strategy as an important component to scale up
Australia’s domestic industry to become a global hydrogen competitor.
The announcement continues NERA’s active role in coordinating
collaborative opportunities to realise Australia’s hydrogen potential
across the hydrogen value chain and ensure that Australian
companies are well placed to supply new technology, products and
services to domestic and international markets.
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Flinders University campuses run
on 100% renewable energy
South Australia’s Flinders University is now powering its campuses and
facilities with 100% renewable energy from campus-based solar arrays
and a local windfarm to achieve net-zero emissions from electricity
from 2021 onwards. An innovative new electricity supply agreement
across all of our South Australian campuses is part of a raft of bold
renewable energy initiatives the University is implementing,
A five-year deal with global energy provider ENGIE, through its retail
arm Simply Energy, guarantees the supply of electricity from one of the
state’s largest renewable energy projects, the 119MW Willogoleche
Wind Farm in South Australia’s mid-north.
The supply announcement complements existing investments in
solar carpark and rooftop systems already generating over 20% of
electricity needs at our main campus.
Vice-Chancellor Professor Colin Stirling says Flinders University
is rapidly moving towards becoming one of the first carbon positive
tertiary institutions through a cost-effective range of renewable supply
and storage projects.
“We’re delivering on commitments set out in our Sustainability
Plan and this agreement will ensure electricity supply at Bedford
Park, Tonsley and our regional campuses is sourced exclusively from
renewable energy right here in South Australia, to complement existing
solar electricity generated on campus.
“We’ve set a clear target on becoming carbon positive and this
announcement demonstrates our ongoing commitment to champion
sustainability by working with industry to address real world
challenges.”
“Climate change is an important area of research at Flinders
University and we are showing that we can ‘walk the talk’ when it
comes to meaningful change in our energy operations.”
“Our Bedford Park campus currently generates 2.22MW of
renewable energy from solar installations on building roof tops
and car parks (including 4,136 panels over carpark 3), with more
recent additions increasing that number to 7,467 panels, and we are
continuously assessing future investments in renewable energy. We
have also recently installed 13 new electric-vehicle charging stations
and begun to transition our vehicle fleet to electric vehicles,” Professor
Stirling says.
In addition to the supply arrangement, the University and ENGIE
Australia & New Zealand will work together to investigate further ways to
reduce emissions and achieve energy generation and storage targets.

New 350 MW solar farm for
Vietnam
Sungrow, a global leading inverter solution supplier for renewables,
announced the commercial operation of a 350 MW solar farm - the
largest solar plant in Southeast Asia. The Company's new 1500V 6.25
MW turnkey inverter solution in Vietnam's Loc Ninh County, Binh
Phuoc Province, has significantly boosted Vietnam’s development
towards sustainable and decarbonized economic growth. The
Company states that the plant will generate more than 700 GWh of
solar electricity per year, enabling to power 370,000 households. With
a fixed tariff of $0.0709 per kWh, the revenue can reach $49,630,000
per year.
Sungrow supplied the updated 6.25 MW turnkey solution, which
integrates central inverters, the medium-voltage transformer and more
devices in a 40-ft container, minimizing the cost of transportation and
O&M. The solution features off-grid commissioning function, ensuring
a shorter commissioning duration. It is reserved with a DC energy
storage system interface for future consideration, enabling no further
modifications of system design. It can work in PCS mode so that the
battery can be charged by grid.
Vietnam is one of the hottest renewable energy markets in the world,
particularly increased in line with its overall economic growth. It is
reported that the country will face severe power shortages from 2021
onwards when electricity demand will outpace the construction of new
generation capacity.
As one of the early entrants in the market, Sungrow will continue to
bring forth cutting-edge renewable energy solutions collaborating with
partners, powering up more communities and facilities.
“Although it had its unique challenges, 2020 was a highly successful
year for Sungrow Vietnam,” said Dr Thang Vu, Country Manager of
Sungrow Vietnam.
“Our local presence in the Vietnam market for more than three years
helps us resonate with our customers and their unique needs.”
“Our target for 2021 is to grow our market share in the utility-scale
and get a stronger foothold in the rooftop segment,” Dr Thang Vu
added.

ABOUT SUNGROW
Sungrow Power Supply Co. Ltd (Sungrow) has over 154 GW of inverters installed worldwide
as of December 2020.
Founded in 1997 by University Professor Cao Renxian, Sungrow is a leader in the research
and development of solar inverters, with the largest dedicated R&D team in the industry
and a broad product portfolio offering PV inverter solutions and energy storage systems for
utility-scale, commercial, and residential applications, as well as internationally recognized
floating PV plant solutions.
With a strong 24-year track record in the PV space, Sungrow products power installations in
over 120 countries.
For further information, please visit: www.sungrowpower.com
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DTEK launches
construction of
Tiligulska wind
power plant with
initial capacity of
126 MW
DTEK Renewables and Danish company Vestas, a world leader in
production of wind turbines, have signed a joint venture agreement
for the first stage of construction of DTEK’s Tiligulska wind power
project (WPP), with a capacity of 126 MW, in the Mykolaiv region,
Ukraine. Financing for the first stage will be drawn from funds raised
by DTEK Renewables Finance BV’s green bonds issued in 2019. This
project represents both an effective step for the DTEK Group in
achieving carbon neutrality by 2040 and Ukraine's alignment with the
European Green Deal program.
As part of the new 2030 Strategy, DTEK has committed to
transforming the company into a greener, more efficient and
technologically advanced business. Successful implementation of this
strategy will further develop sustainable generating capacities and
will represent another significant step by the DTEK Group in pursuit of
global decarburization.
DTEK Tiligulska WPP (Mykolaiv region, Ukraine) will install innovative
onshore wind turbines from Vestas. Thanks to the latest technological
advancements, they will be able to maximize power generation in low to
medium wind conditions. Moreover, a new generation of wind turbines
was approved for industrial production in the early weeks of 2021 and
DTEK’s wind farm will be one of the first enterprises to utilize them.
Preparatory works are currently being completed on DTEK’s
Tiligulska WPP site, with construction beginning in March and lasting
up to the end of 2021. The new wind farm’s initial capacity of 126MW
will help reduce CO2 emissions by 504’000 tons per year. Moreover, the
ensuing construction work will create several hundreds temporary and
dozens of permanent jobs in the region.
The scalability of the wind farm will also allow it to increase installed
capacity to 564 MW, if required.
To finance the construction of the first phase of DTEK Tiligulska
WPP, the company is planning to partially use the funds raised through
its green Eurobonds issuance. The bonds were issued in 2019 for
an amount of 325 million Euros, with maturity of five years. They are
listed on the Euronext Dublin Stock Exchange. Under the terms of the
placement, the funds raised can only be used for renewable energy
projects.
“When, in 2019, the first green Eurobonds of DTEK Renewables
were listed on the European stock exchange, we, as a company, took
responsibility for implementing projects in Ukraine. We became the
‘face of Ukrainian green energy’ in Europe and across the world,” said
Maris Kunitskis, CEO of DTEK Renewables.
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“As a reliable partner, today we are ready to fulfill our obligations
even during such a difficult time. We will continue to invest in clean
and affordable energy and develop the renewable energy industry in
Ukraine.”
“We expect that the crisis related to non-payments for the renewable
energy sector will be resolved soon, and the state policy regarding
renewable energy will become understandable and predictable. This
will allow investors from all over the world to look towards Ukraine
again. In fact, this is our message to the world: ‘Green energy in Ukraine
has a future’,” Maris Kunitskis added.
Nils de Baar, President of Vestas Northern & Central Europe, said:
“We're proud to be partnering with DTEK Renewables on the important
Tiligulska project, the first order for our EnVentus platform in Eastern
Europe.”
“DTEK's commitment to ensuring the clean energy transition is
being led by Ukraine and being delivered by best-in-class wind turbine
technology is an important signal for the country. We applaud the
ambition of the Tiligulska project, and the confidence shown by DTEK
in our technology as we continue to lower the cost of clean, renewable
wind energy with the EnVentus platform,” Nils de Baar said.
DTEK Tiligulska WWP will install 21 Vestas wind turbines with a
capacity of 6 MW each. The Danish manufacturer previously tested
prototypes of the latest turbines on the EnVentus platform at the
Østerild National Large Turbine Test Center in West Jutland, Denmark.
This model is the largest onshore wind turbine in the Vestas portfolio in
terms of rotor size, spanning 162 meters from tip to tip.
The innovative turbines are suitable for low to medium wind speeds,
ideal for wind power generation in southern Ukraine. With more than a
25% performance improvement over previous models, the V162-6.0 MW
turbine is setting a new standard for onshore wind farms.

ABOUT DTEK
DTEK is the largest private investor in Ukraine’s energy sector. DTEK Group produces coal
and natural gas, generates electricity at thermal, solar and wind power plants, distributes
electricity, supplies electricity to end consumers, provides energy efficient solutions and
develops a network of EV charging stations.
In 2019, DTEK’s capital investments totalled UAH 23 bn. Moreover, the company paid UAH
23.4 bn of taxes. DTEK employs 70 thousand people.
The company is 100% owned by SCM Limited.The ultimate beneficial owner is Rinat
Akhmetov.
For further information, please visit: https://dtek.com/en/

iugis announces acquisition of
Autonomous Energy

Sustainable technology provider iugis recently signed an agreement
to acquire 100% of award winning Australian commercial solar
and energy solutions provider Autonomous Energy. Led by serial
entrepreneur Bill Papas, iugis is creating a portfolio of products and
solutions that will help commercial and government entities tackle
environmental and sustainability challenges with target segments in
waste, water, health and energy.
Autonomous Energy has worked with some of Australia’s leading
businesses to design and build turnkey projects in solar PV, energy
storage, microgrids and energy efficiency. The acquisition is set to
accelerate iugis’ entry into renewable energy, energy management and
efficiency solutions locally as part of its iugis energy offering.
iugis plans to integrate the Autonomous Energy business with
another recent acquisition, global energy service company (ESCO)
Envirofina, to help create the iugis energy division and suite of products
and services.
Headquartered in Dubai, with offices in Greece, Turkey, Egypt, India
and Bahrain, Envirofina has hundreds of energy-saving solutions
totalling some $52m USD and delivering a reduction of approximately
56,000 tonnes of worldwide CO2 emissions.
The combination of the Autonomous Energy and Envirofina
businesses will provide iugis customers access to new energy
technologies and innovative financing solutions that help open up
sustainability options and reduce cost barriers to adoption.
On signing the agreement to buy Autonomous, Bill Papas, iugis Chief
Executive Officer said:
“For iugis to truly deliver on its mission to respond to today’s
environmental challenges for tomorrow’s generation, we will continue
to build our business via the development of new technologies and
making strategic acquisitions and partnerships with smart companies
making a difference.”
“We want to become a major sustainability player driving not just our
own, but broad business and government participation in the circular
economy model – that means not just reducing waste but ensuring
greater efficiency in our use of natural resources such as energy.”
“iugis energy is going to be a key part of our solutions offering,
allowing a shared savings model that helps reduce the carbon footprint
and the energy costs of our customers. The Autonomous Energy
business, with its national presence, and demonstrated experience
delivering proven solutions, was an ideal fit for us as we move into the
area of energy efficiency,” he said.
“Not only does Autonomous bring new and exciting technology
that can help disrupt the way we buy and use energy, the team is full
of leading energy experts and engineers who will give our customers
confidence and support in their chosen technologies.”
“Bringing energy efficiency solutions into our solution portfolio on
top of our already successful food waste disposal business, further
demonstrates our commitment to global sustainability” he added.
iugis has appointed Daniel Wright, the former head of enterprise and
government at leading telecommunications provider Vocus, to lead the
iugis energy business in Australia.
For further information, please visit: https://iugis.com/energy
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New research demonstrates crucial
role of World Heritage marine sites in
fighting climate change
UNESCO recently released the first global
scientific assessment of its World Heritage
marine sites’ blue carbon ecosystems,
highlighting the critical environmental
value of these habitats. While these sites
represent less than 1% of the world’s
oceans, they host at least 21% of the
world’s blue carbon ecosystem area, and
15% of the world’s blue carbon assets.
Lead author of the new report,
‘UNESCO Marine World Heritage –
Custodians of the Globes Blue Carbon
Assets’, Professor Carlos Duarte of the
King Abdullah University of Science
and Technology in Saudi Arabia, and
Dr. Fanny Douvere of UNESCO’s Marine
World Heritage Programme, explained
that Marine World Heritage carbon
stores were equivalent to about 10%
of the world’s annual greenhouse gas
emissions in 2018, safely keeping billions
of tons of CO2 and other greenhouse
gases out of the atmosphere. Published
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at the start of the United Nations
Decade of Ocean Science for Sustainable
Development, the assessment also
points to ways to preserve these
invaluable sites.
Ernesto Ottone, UNESCO Assistant
Director-General for Culture,
commented: “Found on the fringes
of the world’s coastlines, blue carbon
ecosystems play an important ecological
role in nutrient and carbon cycling, as
nurseries and habitats for a broad range
of marine and terrestrial species, in
shoreline protection, and in sustaining
the livelihoods and well-being of local
communities.”
Over the last decade, scientists have
discovered that seagrass meadows,
tidal marshes, and mangroves, known
as “blue carbon” ecosystems, are
among the most intensive 'carbon
sinks', meaning a natural environment
which can absorb carbon dioxide in the

biosphere. They help mitigate climate
change by sequestering and storing
significant amounts of carbon from the
atmosphere and ocean.
UNESCO World Heritage sites
are places of outstanding universal
value, recognized by the international
community as needing to be safeguarded
for future generations. The report
demonstrates that UNESCO marine
World Heritage sites act as custodians
of the largest blue carbon ecosystems in
the world, making them more valuable
than ever. Collectively, marine World
Heritage ecosystems encompass an area
of 207 million hectares, representing 10%
of all protected marine area globally, as
of 2020.
They include the Sundarbans
mangroves (India and Bangladesh),
part of the largest mangrove forest
in the world; the Everglades National
Park (USA) and Shark Bay, Western
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Australia (Australia), with the world’s
largest documented seagrass meadows;
the Great Barrier Reef, with the largest
seagrass ecosystem in the world; and
the Wadden Sea (Denmark, Germany,
the Netherlands), which includes some
of the world’s largest tidal flats. Marine
World Heritage sites also host one of
the oldest and largest living organisms
on the planet, the seagrass meadows of
Ibiza, Biodiversity and Culture (Spain).
This unique collection of marine
ecosystems faces a wide range of
challenges, from pollution, including
plastic litter, to climate change. By
quantifying the carbon value of these
sites and recommending specific blue
carbon strategies to conserve them,
UNESCO’s research findings point the
way for countries, regions, and local
communities seeking to conserve
these areas and pursue blue carbon
strategies.
“Because they store so much carbon,
blue carbon ecosystems become
sources of CO2 emissions when they are
degraded or destroyed. Protection and
restoration of these ecosystems present
a unique opportunity to mitigate
climate change. By conserving blue
carbon ecosystems, the large carbon
stocks they have accumulated over
millennia can be protected. As they are
restored, they can regain their function
as carbon sinks,” Professor Duarte
explained.
Conservation funding for blue carbon
ecosystems in marine World Heritage
sites, could be boosted through blue
carbon strategies, whereby countries
would earn carbon credits for
demonstrating carbon benefits from
the restoration and conservation of
damaged ecosystems.
Blue carbon strategies can
restore vital ecosystem services and
crucially help nations deliver on their
commitments under the Paris Climate
Agreement. To date, however, a limited
number of countries have incorporated
blue carbon strategies into their climate
change mitigation policies.

Largest carbon stores found in
Australian World Heritage Sites
According to the Report, Australia’s
marine World Heritage Sites are among
the world’s largest stores of carbon

dioxide. The UNESCO report found
Australia’s six marine World Heritage
Sites hold 40 per cent of the estimated
5 billion tons of carbon dioxide stored
in mangrove, seagrass and tidal marsh
ecosystems withing UNESCO sites.
The report quantifies the enormous
amounts of so-called blue carbon
absorbed and stored by those
ecosystems across the world’s 50
UNESCO marine World Heritage Sites.
Despite covering less than 1 per cent
of the world’s surface, blue carbon
ecosystems are responsible for around
half of the carbon dioxide absorbed by
the world’s oceans while it is estimated
they absorb carbon dioxide at a rate
about 30 times faster than rainforests.
Report author and ECU Research
Fellow Dr Oscar Serrano said Australia’s
Great Barrier Reef, Ningaloo Coast

“Protection and
restoration of these
ecosystems present a
unique opportunity to
mitigate climate change.
By conserving blue
carbon ecosystems, the
large carbon stocks
they have accumulated
over millennia can be
protected. As they are
restored, they can regain
their function as carbon
sink.”

damaged, they can release huge
amounts of carbon dioxide stored over
millennia back into the atmosphere.”

Climate change turns up the
heat on seagrass
In 2011 seagrass meadows in the Shark
Bay World Heritage Site in Western
Australia released up to nine million
tons of stored carbon dioxide after a
marine heatwave devastated more than
1000sqkm of seagrass meadows.
The UNESCO Report’s authors
have outlined the potential for the
countries including Australia to use the
global carbon trading market to fund
conservation and restoration efforts at
marine World Heritage Sites including
here in Australia.
Dr Serrano said both Shark Bay and
the Great Barrier Reef ecosystems
are at risk due to climate change and
human development.
“There are significant opportunities
for both the Great Barrier Reef and
Shark Bay to be protected and restored
to ensure they survive and thrive in the
future,” he said.
“Australia also has plenty of marine
ecosystems in need of protection not
contained within a World Heritage Site
which are worthy of our attention,” Dr
Serrano added.
A copy of the report, ‘UNESCO
Marine World Heritage – Custodians of
the Globes Blue Carbon Assets’ can be
downloaded from: https://whc.unesco.org
/en/blue-carbon-report

and Shark Bay World Heritage
areas contained the vast majority of
Australia’s blue carbon ecosystems.
“We know Australia contains some of
the world’s largest stores of blue carbon
due to the enormous size and diversity
of our marine ecosystems,” he said.
“However here in Australia and
around the world, these ecosystems are
under threat from human development
and climate change.
“While they’re healthy, blue carbon
ecosystems are excellent stores
of carbon dioxide, but if they are
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Method for
temporal monitoring
of microplastic
sedimentation

FCG building hope for the future with
a water purification project in Gaza
FCG (Finnish Consulting Group) has been
chosen to develop the water supply in Gaza,
which will further strengthen FCG’s presence
in the Palestinian territories. Established with
the aim of ensuring the people of Gaza have
enough drinking water in future, the project
is worth around EUR 900,000 and is funded by
Agence Française de Développement (AFD).
One of the biggest challenges Palestinians
face is in the availability of drinking and
irrigation water, particularly in rural areas.
Climate change is predicted to significantly
reduce rainfall in Palestine in the future. Last
year alone population growth and climate
change in the Palestinian territories resulted
in an estimated water shortage of 271 million
cubic metres (one cubic metre equals one
thousand litres).
During the five-year project, a wastewater
purification plant will be built to convert
the territory’s wastewater into irrigation
water for agriculture. This will also improve
the availability of drinking water in future,
because drinking water will no longer be
used in farming.
Sami Kangasharju, Head of Sustainable
Development Competence Group at FCG
International, says: “It’s great to be helping the
people of Gaza build vital water infrastructure
and, at the same time, their hope for the
future. Adequate drinking and irrigation water
supply is one of the most critical factors in
Palestine’s future.”
As part of the project, solar panels
will also be built to support the territory’s
sustainable development.
30
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FCG is bringing its project management
and water supply expertise to the water
purification plant project. The Palestinian
Water Authority (PWA) and two local
companies are implementing the project
in practice. It is important for development
cooperation projects to give responsibility
for practical delivery to locals.
Torbjörn Öckerman, Senior Consultant
at FCG, who is leading this project, says:
“This five-year project is an extraordinary
opportunity for us to provide muchneeded results in a very tangible way in an
environment under high stress.”
“Sometimes you can make a large
difference, and this is one of those times,”
Öckerman added. “We are supporting and
building capacity with local authorities
and work together with local companies.
These are the key to a successful project
and will ensure that the benefits last for a
long time.”
The project will strengthen FCG’s
presence in Palestine. FCG has extensive
experience in the water supply sector in
the Palestinian territories, having managed
projects there since the 1990s. It has also
delivered educational sector projects
there.

ABOUT FCG
FCG has promoted a better life in developing countries
for over 50 years. We have run thousands of international
development consulting projects in over 150 countries.
Approximately 40% of FCG’s turnover comes from
development consulting.

The effects of microplastics on our health and
the environment are being rigorously studied all
across the world. Researchers are identifying
microplastic sources and their potential routes
to the environment by examining rainwater,
wastewater, and soil.
Microplastics have been found in nearly
all organisms and habitats everywhere in the
world. However, factors contributing to the influx
and accumulation of microplastics in water
ecosystems aren’t fully understood yet.
The focus of microplastics research has, for
a long time, been on the age of microplastics
found in sediments, and on the time it takes to
accumulate there. So far, however, temporal
changes in sedimentation haven’t really been
considered in microplastics research.
Researchers in Finland (University of Eastern
Finland, University of Turku, University of Helsinki)
have tested the sediment trap method to analyse
annual accumulation rates and possible seasonal
variation. The sediment trap was installed on
the lake bottom in the deepest part of the basin.
Microplastics sink to the bottom of the basin
together with other solid material, and they
accumulate in sediment traps that are emptied on
a regular basis. The sediment trap itself is a wellestablished method for sedimentological studies.
The primary focus in the development of the
method was on the isolation of microplastic
samples from sediment, and on testing the
method’s feasibility in a body of water.
The researchers tested the method in the basin
of Huruslahti Bay, Finland, in 2017–2018. The
annual amount of microplastics accumulating in
the sediment of Huruslahti Bay was 32,400 pieces
per square metre in a year. The most important
advantage of the method is that it can be used to
determine the time it takes from microplastics to
enter and accumulate in bodies of water.
Time plays an important role when modelling
the influx and accumulation of microplastics, as
well as in predicting any environmental risks they
might cause in the future.
The study was published in Environmental
Pollution.

The New York State DEC
deploys new technology to
study harmful algal blooms
The New York State Department of Environmental Conservation
(DEC), in partnership with the village of Southampton, NY, recently
announced a new research project to evaluate the potential efficacy
of ultrasonic technology to mitigate harmful algal blooms (HABs) on
Lake Agawam, near the village of Southampton. This research is part
of the HABs Action Plan developed in 2020 by DEC for Lake Agawam.
The technology will be deployed during April.
HABs are a growing environmental problem, affecting all parts
of the world. Excessive nutrient pollution entering water bodies,
especially phosphorus and nitrogen, drive the growth and spread
of harmful algal blooms. Besides unpleasant tastes and odours,
excessive HABs can seriously harm humans, pets, and aquatic
organisms, and degrade water quality. Additionally, they can disrupt
water treatment processes by clogging filters and pipes.
State experts are working closely with the Lake Agawam
community, and in collaboration with Stony Brook University.
Together, they are set to study the effectiveness of ultrasonic devices
on Lake Agawam throughout the summer of 2021. If successful, this
technology will be used for other water bodies that are contaminated
with HABs. In addition to ultrasound, the lake will be treated with
ordinary products.
As summer season is soon to start, it presents the optimal
conditions to evaluate the use of ultrasonic treatment for the longterm improvement of the lake's water quality. HABs are more likely
to occur and become a problem when temperatures rise. Three
ultrasonic devices will be deployed on floating, solar-powered
buoys, combining continuous water quality monitoring, a web-based
software, and ultrasonic technology to effectively control HABs in
real-time.
The technology emits ultrasonic waves that create a sound layer
in the top layer of the water, impacting the buoyancy of algae cells.
These cells sink to the deeper layers of the water column, where the
algae cannot access sunlight anymore, and naturally die.

ABOUT LG SONIC
LG Sonic is the leader in algae management, designing innovative and sustainable solutions
to combat harmful algal blooms and improve water quality across industries. At last count,
100+ clients in 55+ countries had 10,000+ units installed to keep their algae under control.
For over 10 years, LG Sonic has invested in research and development.
Today, the company delivers ultrasonic solutions that restore water ecosystems without the
use of chemicals or other pollutants.
This award-winning technology consists of a 3-stage process. First, it monitors algae
species and water parameters in real-time; Second, based on the collected data, it predicts
new blooms up to 10 days before they occur. Third, it uses a data-driven, learning algorithm
to adjust wave frequencies in response to algal mutations and environmental changes.

Liability Insurance for the

Water Treatment Industry

Fitzpatrick and Co Insurance Brokers offer a range
of specialist insurances for the Australian water
treatment and environmental industries, including:
• Public Liability (including Legionella)
• Product Liability
• Professional Indemnity
• Errors and Omissions
All of which are underwritten by A-Rated Australianbased insurance companies. We also offer an
extensive range of general insurance solutions
including:
• Commercial Motor & Trade Machinery
• Tools and Equipment
• Contract Works
• Income Protection
• Personal Insurances
For further information and an obligation-free quote,
please contact Annette Baxter or Barry Fitzpatrick
on (03) 8544 1600 or call us

Toll Free on 1300 554 633
631 Waverley Road, Glen Waverley Vic 3150
(PO Box 2230 Mount Waverley Vic 3149)
Fax: (03) 8544 1699
Email: insure@fitzpatrick.com.au
Web: www.fitzpatrick.com.au
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Remote cyber attack on Florida Water Facility
highlights the need for heightened security
On Friday February 5, a remote cyber-attack
was conducted against a water treatment
facility in the US State of Florida. This attack
could have had potentially catastrophic
health effects on the local population,
reinforcing the need for the water sector
and critical infrastructure operators more
broadly to be vigilant about the security of
their networks.
The facility, located in Oldsmar, was
accessed twice, according to city officials
and law enforcement. The second intrusion,
five-and-a-half hours after the first, saw the
attacker change levels of sodium hydroxide
in residential and commercial drinking
water from 100 parts-per-million to 11,100
parts-per-million. Sodium hydroxide, or lye,
is added to water to control acidity and
remove certain metals from the water; lye
is the primary agent in drain cleaner and
is a caustic substance that is dangerous if
consumed.
An operator who saw the first intrusion at
8 a.m. dismissed it as perhaps a supervisor
accessing a system for monitoring, officials
said. The same operator said they witnessed
during the second intrusion the attacker
controlling the systems for up to five minutes,
accessing several applications, including the
chemical process they were able to alter.
Upon exiting the system, the operator was
able to bring the levels back down to normal;
redundancies in the system would have
prevented the tainted water from reaching
residents and businesses regardless,
officials said.
The compromised system was password
protected, officials said, indicating that a
weak credential was compromised or a stolen
password was used to access the facility.
Critical infrastructure risks in 2021 have
been elevated on a number of fronts, largely
32
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because of the COVID-19 pandemic. Most
companies, utilities in particular, have
been forced to increase the number of
remote connections to critical systems for
maintenance and updates, simultaneously
increasing demands for remote access and
an organisation’s exposure.
Grant Geyer, Chief Product Officer and
Head of the Threat Research Team with
industrial cybersecurity specialists Claroty,
said:
“Water and wastewater is one of the most
at-risk critical infrastructure sectors today.
Industrial control system (ICS) vulnerability
disclosures impacting the sector have
increased significantly year-over-year.”
“As noted in our recently released
Biannual ICS Risk & Vulnerability Report,
the Claroty Research Team found that ICS
vulnerabilities disclosed during the second
half (2H) of 2020 increased by 54% from 2H
2019 and 63% from 2H 2018 in water and
wastewater,” Mr Geyer said.
Due to the long depreciation period
of equipment in critical infrastructure
environments, technology obsolescence
and the security accompanying security
vulnerabilities is a common occurrence.
Additionally, many water utilities are small
entities and are under-resourced, making
the challenge of developing a robust security
program that much more challenging.
“The solution is not as simple as
eliminating remote access to such highstakes environments. The nature of our
increasingly digitised world, especially
with the shift to remote work caused by
the pandemic, makes remote access a
requirement – even in critical infrastructure.
This isn’t a “should we or shouldn’t we”
discussion – it’s coming at us,” Mr Geyer
added.

“The key is how remote access can
be implemented securely, so that we can
stop these attacks – which will inevitably
continue to happen – before the damage
is done."
Just last year, Israel’s Water Authority was
targeted in a large-scale attack. Hackers
attempted to access the command and
control systems of wastewater treatment
plants, pumping stations, and sewage
infrastructure. A statement from the Water
Authority and National Cyber Directorate
reported the incident appeared to be
coordinated, but no damage had occurred.
Password resets were mandated, and
control software updated; some systems
were disconnected from the internet if they
could not be updated.
All water utilities and critical infrastructure
operators alike should undertake a risk
assessment, which includes a thorough
understanding of external and internal
threats, potential attack vectors, and a
thoughtful approach to education, secure
architecture, controls, processes, and
monitoring.
Automated technology that monitors
process values and provides visibility into
abnormal value readings are essential to
alert operators to potential intrusions, and
threats to the availability and safety of
services.
Remote access solutions specifically
designed for operational technology
networks are also essential to heading off
the risks posed by attacks such as the one
in Florida. Not only would such a technology
allow for remote troubleshooting from
anywhere, but also allow only authorised
users to create and permit remote sessions,
as well as shut down a remote session if
there were alerts or policy violations.

PICTURED LEFT: Until now, the sewage treatment
plant with a capacity of 33,000 PE (population
equivalents) has applied aerobic wastewater
treatment. The conversion to anaerobic sludge
stabilisation will put the entire plant on track
towards economic and ecological success.

WELTEC BIOPOWER Builds
Energy-Efficient Wastewater
Treatment Unit
Eco-Friendly Cost Reduction Through Anaerobic Sludge Stabilisation
Following a public tender procedure, WELTEC
BIOPOWER was awarded the contract for an
anaerobic stage for the municipal sewage
treatment plant in Bückeburg, North Germany.
Apart from the earthworks and the
electrical installations, the German biogas
plant manufacturer will supervise the
construction of the new sludge thickener, the
engine room for the cogeneration power plant
and the digester with its gas storage roof.
The new plant will see the sludge undergo
anaerobic digestion in the stainless-steel
digester, with gas from the process, used for
power generation.
The budget for the various modernisation
measures on the premises total €4.14 million.
The anaerobic stage will be ready to go live in
October 2021.
Until now, the sewage treatment plant
with a capacity of 33,000 PE (population
equivalents) has applied aerobic wastewater
treatment. The conversion to anaerobic
sludge stabilisation will put the entire plant
on track towards economic and ecological
success.
The new wastewater treatment solution
is set to optimise operating processes and
deliver significantly higher energy efficiency.
Moreover, the new process is expected
to reduce the sewage treatment plant’s
greenhouse gas emissions by 664 t/year.
Within the framework of the European
Regional Development Fund (ERDF), the
investment and development bank of Lower
Saxony (NBank) rewards the carbon savings
with a subsidy of €1 million.

Together with the ecological improvement,
WELTEC‘s anaerobic wastewater treatment
will result in a significant cost reduction.
For instance, the amount of sludge that
accumulates every year will go down from
2,800 t to 1,800 t. Additionally, some 5 percent
of the power consumption will be saved.
The greatest savings potential, however,
lies in the sludge gas.
“With the 465,000 kWh of power that we
will gain from the sewage gas every year,
we will be able to cover 40 percent of our
own power demand,” says Rainer Klenke.
The technical manager of the wastewater
operations of the municipality of Bückeburg
calculates that the yearly power bill will drop
by two thirds from €195,000 to €65,000.
The expertise for this optimisation concept
originates from biogas technology. WELTEC
BIOPOWER will implement the digester as a
stainless-steel tank in the tried-and-tested
segmental design with a double-paddle mixer.
The digester will have a height of 6.3 m, a
diameter of about 19 m, and a capacity of
1,823 m³.
The sewage gas will be stored in the
flexible double-membrane roof with a volume
of approximately 600 m³. This design stands
out with much lower investment costs than a
conventional digester, making it an optimum
solution for smaller wastewater treatment
plants.
The new static sludge thickener, which
is equipped with a submersible mixer and
boasts a capacity of 342 m³, is also made
of stainless steel. A 226-kW CHP unit will

ensure efficient utilisation of the gas. Both the
generated power and the heat will be used on
the plant premises.
Additionally, a gas boiler with an output of
170 kW will be installed in the engine room
in order to ensure the heat supply of the
digester even during maintenance work on
the cogeneration power plant.
The municipal sewage treatment plant
will thus experience an efficiency boost
thanks to technological and process-related
improvements.
Apart from the anaerobic stage, a primary
clarifier will also be integrated in the process.
In this way, primary sludge will be extracted
from the wastewater, reducing the chemical
oxygen demand (COD) by a third. The lower
this value, the easier the water can be
treated. This reduces the aeration period in
the aeration tank and thus the energy costs.
Thomas Sextro, Sales Manager at WELTEC
BIOPOWER, explained:
“Aerobically stabilised sludge contains a
higher organics load and is more difficult to
dewater.”
“With the anaerobic process, the
dewatered sludge has about 35 percent less
volume, which saves sludge transportation
and disposal costs,” he added.
Such smart combinations of wastewater
treatment, energy generation, and climate
protection make existing sewage treatment
plants future-proof. The cost-efficient
technologies and proven concepts from the
field of biogas are suitable to counteract
fluctuating energy prices and increasing
sludge utilisation costs.
In Bückeburg, for example, this enables
the municipality to keep its wastewater and
surface water drainage costs steady without
burdening the citizens with extra fees.
Visit: www.weltec-biopower.de

Apart from the earthworks and the electrical
installations, the German biogas plant manufacturer will
supervise the construction of the new sludge thickener,
the engine room for the cogeneration power plant and
the digester with its gas storage roof. Henceforth, the
sludge will undergo anaerobic digestion in the stainlesssteel digester.
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Major Victorian
charities and
community
organisations call for
change on container
deposit scheme
Major Victorian charities, community
organisations and sporting clubs have
swung their support behind a Community
(Producer Responsibility) model for the
state’s Container Deposit Scheme (CDS).
The Good Friday Appeal, Scouts Victoria,
Netball Victoria, YMCA, Football Victoria,
The Alannah and Madeleine Foundation
and St Kilda Football Club are backing
the Community model for Victoria, which
operates successfully in WA, QLD and SA.

WEEE Forum expands
in three continents
to tackle the global
e-waste challenge
The WEEE (Waste Electrical and Electronic
Equipment) Forum, which represents e-waste
Producer Responsibility Organisations
throughout the world, is continuing to grow its
global membership with the recent addition of
new members from Colombia, South Africa,
Spain and Lithuania.
With worldwide e-waste levels continuing
to rise by around 3% per annum – and
expected to reach in excess of 74 million
tonnes (Mt) in 2030 according to UN research
– attracting these organisations reflects the
desire of the WEEE Forum to spread best
practice, engage with actors in all parts of
the world and the commitment of the growing
global movement to ensuring that e-waste
is collected and treated responsibly and in
a manner that is not detrimental to people’s
health and the environment.
WEEE Producer Responsibility
Organisations are emerging across the
globe, often ahead of the implementation of
legislation in the countries in which they are
based, and because of this they are not only
helping to shape collection infrastructure in
34
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The Victorian Government has
stated its current preferred CDS
is what operates in NSW, which
sees community organisations
and charities receive around half the
benefit compared to QLD, SA and WA.
“When the Government makes its final
decision, we’re hopeful it will prioritise Victorian
jobs and benefits for community organisations,”
said VicRecycle Director Jeff Maguire.
“Under the NSW scheme, community
organisations, small businesses and charities
forfeit a large part of their container handling
fees to TOMRA-Cleanaway to take part as
Refund Point Operators. This doesn’t occur
in the Community (Producer Responsibility)
Schemes operating in QLD, SA & WA.
“What this means is that hundreds of
community organisations, charities and
sporting clubs taking part as Refund Point
Operators in WA, QLD and SA gain 6.5 cents
per container collected.

“In NSW, its just 3.5 - 4.5 cents, with
the remainder being retained by TOMRACleanaway, the NSW Government’s
monopoly Network Operator.
“Either the Victorian Government chooses
a scheme that maximises Victorian jobs
and economic benefits for community
organisations, or it chooses one that
prioritises profits for big waste companies, at
the expense of the community.
“Victoria should have a scheme that
maximises recycling, maximises jobs and
maximises benefits for the community.
“The community will be paying for the
CDS, so the community should get the full
benefits.
“The Community (Producer Responsibility)
Schemes in QLD, SA and WA prove states
can have both the strongest environmental
outcomes and the strongest benefits for
jobs, community organisations and regional
economies.”

their countries but are also able to influence
how e-waste legislation is developed.
As a result, they are reaching out to the
WEEE Forum to tap into the knowledge and
experience of its current members, many of
which have huge experience in operating
under European legislation that has been in
place for almost twenty years.
On announcing these new members, Pascal
Leroy, Director General of the WEEE Forum
said, “E-waste is increasingly being recognised
as a priority waste stream across the world.
Innovative organisations are being established
that aim to put into practice Extended Producer
Responsibility principles and lead the way in
formalising e-waste collection, treatment and
reporting in their countries.”
“The WEEE Forum offers these
organisations access to its network and
knowledge base, and in return gains from
these emerging PROs’ new approaches and
attitudes towards e-waste. We are pleased to
be able to welcome new members in Colombia
and South Africa on top of recent additions in
Nigeria, India, Australia, and Canada, as well
as new members in Lithuania and Spain that
add to our strong European base.”
The WEEE Forum recently introduced
an initiative for “twinning” new producer
responsibility organisations with existing,
more established, members so each can
share knowledge, information and exchange
staff, amongst other things. This supports

the views of the European Parliament on the
Circular Economy Action Plan, which urges
producers to take responsibility for products
sold into markets outside the EU and to
develop consistent approaches worldwide.
Phil Morton, Global Ambassador of the
WEEE Forum said, “Our efforts to reach out
to stakeholders in the e-waste sector across
the world is to ensure e-waste sits high on
the global environmental agenda. PROs
in countries that are developing producer
responsibility regulations can benefit hugely
from joining the WEEE Forum and tapping
into our experienced network. This work also
supports the WEEE Forum’s stated aim of
being the world #1 go-to competence centre
for WEEE.”
The new members of the WEEE Forum are
EcoCómputo and Red Verde from Colombia;
ERA, South Africa; EEPA, Lithuania; and
Ecolec, Spain.
The WEEE Forum now has 43 members, at
least one on every continent, and more than
it has ever had before. It is looking forward to
welcoming more PROs in the near future.

RECYCLING

ICIS launches the
Recycling Supply
Tracker
With demand currently outstripping
supply, particularly for food grade
packaging plastics, many FMCGs,
manufacturers and converters are finding
sourcing the feedstock they require to hit
regulatory and sustainability goals challenging.
Sourcing recycled resins in a growing,
opaque, and increasingly competitive market
has proven to be difficult across the packaging
sector. To assist the industry, ICIS has
developed the Recycling Supply Tracker that
allows companies looking to source recycled
plastic to quickly gain a comprehensive
view of the sector and identify new supplier
relationships, as well as take a strategic view
on existing and announced projects. The global
database provides information on production
capacities, output volumes, feedstock

source and site status,
and is designed to bring
transparency and support
the transition to a circular
economy.
The Recycling Supply
Tracker follows four
grades of recycled plastic
– high-density polyethylene
(HDPE), low-density polyethylene (LDPE),
polyethylene terephthalate (PET), and
polypropylene (PP) – in pellet, flake and regrind
forms. The tracker has details on more than
1800 medium and large recycling facilities
around the world.
The Recycling Supply Tracker has
information on where the plants are located,
what products they produce, and how
much of those products they produce, as
well how to contact them. Interactive filters
allow the search to be narrowed by region,
particular country, or a specific product. It
also shows whether the plant is in operation,
under construction, or announced. Further

filters on specifics such as product colour
and its feedstock source are also available,
giving users the most comprehensive view of
recycled plastics market.
“The tracker is designed to help companies
source recycled resins globally, tackling one of
the biggest challenges we know the industry
is facing,” Louise Boddy, Head of Strategy –
Sustainability at ICIS said.
“We bridge the gap between companies’
sustainability targets and finding supplies of
recycled plastic on the ground in markets that
remain fragmented and unfamiliar to many. ”
Seeing the extent and location of the world’s
recycling infrastructure with this tool enables
regulators, investors and companies to see
where the capacity is lacking and how fast
it is being built. Having on the ground data is
a crucial step to stimulating this sector and
bringing more waste plastic back into the
economy.
For further information, please visit:
www.icis.com/explore/services/recyclingsupply-tracker
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RECYCLING

A sample rare
earth magnet from
HyProMag

New project announced to deliver recycling
supply chain for luxury cars
The University of Birmingham recently
announced a three-year research project
with Bentley Motors to deliver a sustainable
source of rare earth magnets for electric
and hybrid vehicles for one of the most
sought after luxury car brands in the world.
The £2.6m RaRE (Rare-earth Recycling
for E-machines) project is funded by the
Office for Low Emission Vehicles (OLEV)
and delivered in partnership with Innovate
UK and involves six partners who will work
together to establish the first end-to-end
supply chain of recycled rare earth magnets
in the UK.
Rare earth magnets are found in almost
every appliance that uses electricity to
generate motion. In the last 30 years their
use has increased exponentially, and
although they are increasingly important
in the transition to a low carbon economy,
less than 1% of these magnets is recycled.
RaRE will build on an innovative technology
developed by Professor Allan Walton
and Professor Emeritus Rex Harris of the
University’s Magnetic Materials Group, the
only research group in the UK focussed on
processing and recycling of permanent rare
earth magnetic materials.
The technology, called Hydrogen
Processing of Magnet Scrap (HPMS),
extracts rare earth metals from waste
36
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electronics by breaking them into a powder
that is easily separated from remaining
components. The technology was patented
by University of Birmingham Enterprise, and
subsequently licensed to HyProMag Ltd, the
company that was set up by the Birmingham
researchers. HyProMag has since received
substantial investment from Mkango
Resources, which will be fully funding
HyProMag’s contribution to RaRE.
The project will develop a process to recycle
magnets extracted from computer hard drives
to make rare earth magnets for use in bespoke
ancillary motors, and will involve HyProMag
scaling up the recycling techniques developed
at the University of Birmingham.
The University will also provide cast
alloys, which HyProMag will blend with
secondary materials in order to produce
the ‘sintered’ magnets, which are formed by
press moulding the metal powders.
Nick Mann, Operations General Manager
at HyProMag, added: “RaRE is an exciting
project and a fantastic opportunity.
HyProMag’s recycling technologies allow
us to produce NdFeB magnets with a
much lower embedded carbon cost than
using virgin supply and with independence
from Chinese supply and we are working
closely with our major shareholder Mkango
Resources to further grow the business.”

“We are proud to be working with
established, innovative and renowned
companies in the RaRE project with whom
we can showcase the technologies of the
RaRE project as a whole – recycled magnets
being used for cutting edge products in a
prestige application,” he added.
Jon Bray, R&D Manager, Office for Zero
Emissions Vehicles commented: “We are
excited to be supporting this innovative
project as part of our ambition to put the UK
at the forefront of the design, manufacture
and use of zero emission vehicles.”
In addition to the University, Bentley and
HyProMag, the other partners in the RaRE
project are:
• Unipart Powertrain Applications
Ltd, which will lead the development
of manufacturing scale up routes to
ensure facilities and processes defined
are suitable for volume automotive
manufacture.
• Advanced Electric Machines Research
Ltd, leading on the design and
development of the motors.
• Intelligent Lifecycle Solutions Ltd will
pre-process computer hard disk drives to
remove the rare earth magnet containing
components from the waste, which will be
shipped to HyProMag for recycling of the
rare earth magnets.

PRODUCT BRIEF

HDPE water and chemical tanks
with 25,000+ litre capacities
Light and strong long-life high density
polyethylene tanks from Cut To Size Plastics
are now available in capacities of more
than 25,000 litres for potable water and a
wide variety of chemical solutions used
in food, beverage and industrial process
applications.
HDPE plastic is the most environmentally
stable of all plastics – giving off no harmful
fumes into the environment and it will not
absorb disease, odour or moisture, says Cut
To Size Managing Director Laurie Green. The
tough, lightweight product is easy to transport
and position, swift and safe to erect and has
extremely good lifespans, being identical in
formulation to PE100 piping that has proven
its durability over many decades in inside,
outside and underground uses.
“Traditionally many larger chemical process
tanks have been constructed from fibreglass
supported by steel frames. PE100 tanks don’t
require framework of any kind, and need liners
only for the most aggressive chemicals, such
as sodium hypochlorite,” says Mr Green.

Manufacturing HDPE plastics requires
only a fraction of the energy required to
produce steel frames from iron ore, further
contributing to its classification of being
eco-friendly. It is only a fraction of the weight
of concrete or steel and is easy, safe and
hygienic to handle, particularly on remote or
difficult-access sites.
“HDPE will not corrode or pollute contents
once in service, and it is easy and hygienic to
wash down regularly in a factory or process
plant environment, in uses extending from
food and beverage, primary processing and
resources processing applications.”
“HDPE has not until recently been
considered for large volume potable water or
chemical storage, but our direct experience
in engineering this versatile material has
confirmed it is ideal for many larger tank
applications and highly durable,” says Mr
Green, whose company engineered one of
the first large capacity HDPE potable water
storage tanks in Australasia, a 30,000 litre
tanks for a major water utility.

“This particular tank is performing
extremely well in service. One of the beauties
of HDPE is that it can be engineered for
known safe lifespans of required durations.
to accommodate the stress that is produced
automatically when any tank is filled with
liquid,” he says.
A further important advantage of PE100
tanks is the quality, durability and safety of
welds when they are attached to HDPE piping
widely used in reticulation. The fact that they
are made from the same material, provides
optimum weld strength and a life equivalent to
the tank.
For further information, please contact Cut
To Size Plastics Pty Ltd, Ph: 1800 CUT2SIZE
(1800 288 274) or visit: www.cuttosize.com.au
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Upcycling Waste Celebrated at
Australia’s Top Sustainability Award
A company that has reimagined the value of waste from water and
sewerage has won gold at Australia’s longest running and most
prestigious sustainability awards.
Icon Water, which supplies water and sewerage services to
the Australian Capital Territory (ACT), took home the Gold Banksia
Award at an online event for the 32nd annual Banksia Sustainability
Awards during March.
Owned by the ACT Government, the water utility’s resource
recovery program ‘No opportunity wasted’ recovers by-products
from water and sewerage management such as sludges, soils and
biosolids.
By re-using agri-ash, spoil and water treatment solids, recovering
sand and producing soil conditioners Icon Water minimises waste
to landfill (for example, 11 kilotonnes of agri-ash and spoil diverted
from landfill in 2019-20 and is now enhancing soils on local farms)
and in doing so actively contributes to the Sustainable Development
Goal (SDG) for Responsible Consumption and Production (SDG12).
Icon Water won the Large Business Award before claiming the
‘best of the best’ Gold Award. “The Banksia judges admired Icon
Water’s innovative and holistic approach to resource recovery,”
said Banksia Foundation CEO Graz van Egmond.
“Icon Water has shown great leadership in the water industry, by
adding to the industry knowledge of alternative solutions to landfill,
providing examples of sustainability in action, and winning the support
of regulators.”
Ms van Egmond said the company had shared their learnings
and included local businesses in their impressive sustainability and
environment activities.
She said many of the other category winners also demonstrated
innovative solutions to reduce waste and support a circular economy.
All entries explain how they align with SDGs - the global framework
for sustainable development from the United Nations designed to
achieve a better and more sustainable future for all.
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“Reducing waste, repurposing goods and closing loops emerged
as themes among the finalists in this year’s Banksia Sustainability
Awards,” Ms van Egmond said.
Icon Water is joined by 7 other category winners. Other winners
include the World's Biggest Garage Sale, Yume Food and residential
development Arkadia.
BANKSIA SMALL BUSINESS AWARD
Yume Food, VIC

Yume is an award-winning social enterprise that enables food suppliers
such as manufacturers, primary producers and importers to sell their
quality surplus products at a discount to commercial buyers in the food
service industry such as caterers, wholesalers, restaurants, hotels and
event centres in order to prevent great quality food from going to waste.
Already, Yume - which works with hundreds of leading food
manufacturers, such as Unilever and Mondelez - has sold over
2,300,000kg of quality surplus food, returning over $7 million to
Australian farmers and manufacturers and saved 158.7 million litres
of water and prevented 4,600 tonnes of carbon dioxide from being
released.

BANKSIA AWARDS FEATURE

BANKSIA MEDIUM BUSINESS AWARD
Arkadia by Breathe Architecture in partnership with DKO
Architecture and Oculus, VIC

They have also prevented the extraction of virgin materials through
upcycling previously unwanted product streams and using them in
their operations. These opportunities have driven water industry
innovation and are helping to reframe the water utility sector as
resource recovery enterprises.
BANKSIA COMMUNITY & CHARITY AWARD
Millennium Kids Inc, WA

At its heart Arkadia is about ecological sustainability and social
sustainability. DKO Architecture, Breathe Architecture and Oculus
began the design process by researching a series of considerations
that questioned the nature of multi-residential development in
Australia. The project is founded on three key design pillars:
Community, Environment and Architecture.
Community: Arkadia is the result of considered community
engagement and a holistic approach to creating a meaningful and
accessible space for Alexandria locals.
Environment: Sustainability has been incorporated into every
aspect of Arkadia, from extensive bike storage in the basement – far
exceeding traditional requirements – to the vegetable gardens on the
rooftop. The project has been designed to minimise CO2 emissions
from the outset, by harnessing solar heat gain in the winter with a
high thermally efficient envelope of half a million recycled bricks.
Architecture: DKO + Breathe felt strongly about creating a sense
of place within Arkadia. The design focuses on creating shared
experiences with an integration of green space via communal areas
within the building.
BANKSIA LARGE BUSINESS AWARD
No opportunity wasted by Icon Water, ACT

The 21st century needs problem solvers and innovators ready to meet
the challenges of the future. Young people have the creative ideas and
innovative thinking we need right now.
Millennium Kids Inc is an environmental youth organisation, that
empowers young people with a ‘skills for life’ approach so they can
become leaders and change-agents in their communities today.
Since 1996, Millennium Kids has enabled thousands of young
people to have their say about the environment, leading to hundreds
of inspiring youth-led initiatives that have contributed significantly
to the environment and communities in WA and beyond. As part of
Millennium Kids commitment to the UN Sustainable Development
Goals they have been working with hundreds of young people in local
communities to develop One Thousand Actions for the Planet, a youth
driven sustainability initiative.
At Millennium Kids, they work with young people to transform their
ideas into practical action projects.
BANKSIA GOVERNMENT AWARD
Environment and Liveability Strategy by Sunshine Coast Council, QLD

Icon Water’s innovative 'No opportunity wasted' program is changing
the way the water industry views its ‘wastes’ – from waste to
resource, as well as taking a leadership role in the Canberra region,
championing the circular economy.
Through a sustained program of eight innovative, industryleading initiatives, they have demonstrated the multiple benefits of
regenerating resources, upcycling, and collaborating with other
‘can-do’ organisations. They have solved numerous water industry
problems and produced a range of valuable landscaping and soil
enhancer products from material that would otherwise be sent to
landfill.

The Environment and Liveability Strategy by Sunshine Coast Council
is providing long-term strategic direction to guide growth and shape
the Sunshine Coast for future generations to 2041.
In this rapidly changing world, there are many challenges and
opportunities for our much-loved way of life as we face an increasing
population, changing climate, economic growth and emerging
technologies. The strategy helps us navigate through these challenges
while harnessing opportunities by providing an integrated approach
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across 12 themes and 26 Transformational Actions to achieve multiple
ecological, economic, and socio-cultural outcomes. It provides the policy
blueprint to enable our region to continue to be one of most liveable and
resilient regions in Australia by:
• Recognising the natural environment as the foundation.
• Embedding liveability, affordability and sustainability as fundamental to
navigating and securing our future.
• Being forward looking and proactively planning for climate hazard risk.
• Enabling council and our community to proactively collaborate, plan
and implement transformational change.
BANKSIA RESEARCH & ACADEMIA AWARD
Placemaking Sandbox by The University of Melbourne in partnership
with The Place Agency Consortium, VIC

FEAST (short for Food Education And Sustainability Training) is a Year
5 & 6 education program developed by OzHarvest. The program runs
for 7-10 weeks and is aligned to the Australian Curriculum STEM
Learning Areas and the cross-curriculum priority of Sustainability.
FEAST was developed after identifying an opportunity in the
curriculum for a sustainability program addressing food waste
and nutrition, using hands-on cooking and inquiry-based learning.
Students are tasked with exploring and designing their own recipes to
prevent food waste and increase healthy eating and create a School
Cookbook to educate and engage their community. FEAST gets kids
immersed in hands-on cooking activities in the classroom with our
fully equipped kitchen kits and frying pans (no kitchen required).
The accompanying curriculum package uses the latest teaching
and learning strategies, with access to a range of online resources.
To run the program with confidence, OzHarvest provides online and
face-to-face teacher training.
MINISTER'S AWARD FOR THE ENVIRONMENT
Resource Recovery Partnerships: The Foundations of a Circular
Economy by World's Biggest Garage Sale in partnership with
Officeworks, QLD

Place Agency is an award-winning, innovative Placemaking
knowledge sharing platform supporting industry, students,
communities and governments to shape better cities connecting
people to nature and country. The program has touched many of the
Sustainable Development Goals through its connection to knowledge
sharing, education, cities, places, supporting innovation, connecting
to water, land, ecosystems, etc.
The Place Agency has connected with over 5,000 people, 1,000
placemakers, 900 students, developed over 20 community projects
in Australia and shared their placemaking teaching resources
developed with 7 universities. These teaching resources are
a world-first Placemaking educational program with an aim to
contribute to placemaking practice by providing a common approach
to understanding concepts such as economics, engagement,
governance, evaluation, digital activation, community and critically,
nature and First nation’s aspects of place.
BANKSIA NFP & NGO AWARD
OzHarvest FEAST (Food Education and Sustainability Training)
Program, NSW
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World’s Biggest Garage Sale (WBGS) is proudly an impact venture
(social enterprise), balancing the triple bottom line of people, planet
and purpose.
While activating the circular economy to provide positive benefit to
the environment and people, they are also committed to creating jobs
for vulnerable and marginalised members of the community. Strongly
aligned with SDG12 (Responsible Consumption and Production) and
SDG17 (Partnerships for the Goals), they are working in the areas of
resource recovery of dormant goods (underutilised goods) through to
re-commerce and resale-retail.
Through a partnership with Officeworks - one of Australia's
largest retailers - focused on Resource Recovery, they have diverted
more than 32 tonnes of product from potential landfill, resulting in
Australia's first Circular Economy Precinct in Brisbane, Queensland.
Via their Precinct, they take dormant goods from community
households and businesses and renew, repair and repurpose these
underutilised or imperfect products, transforming waste into saleable
goods.
With a strong community focus, WBGS are not only generating
wealth from resource recovery, they are also dedicated to building
community awareness and engagement. With a model that
incorporates workshops to teach people repair, reuse, and repurpose
their goods
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ELECTRIC VEHICLES

SEA electric launches Australia’s first
locally assembled electric trucks
In an Australian first, Melbourne based
company SEA Electric has commenced
volume commercial production of electric
trucks that will cost under $14 per day to
charge from the grid, and even less if depot
solar is used, with the first of the vehicles
currently on the SEA Electric production line
in Melbourne.
Proudly Australian since its inception
in 2013, SEA Electric has grown a global
reputation for its innovative electric power
system solutions for commercial vehicles.
Two SEA Electric-badged vehicles, the
SEA 300 and SEA 500, based on the Hino 500
Series and Hino 300 Series models, are now
available for purchase.
“SEA Electric is privileged to be
able to bring this Australian first to the
marketplace,” said Glen Walker, SEA Electric
Regional Director for Oceania.
“These trucks truly meet a need in the
marketplace, and prior to this launch, we
have received pre-orders for 46 vehicles
from some of Australia’s biggest companies
and councils.”
“It represents an exciting phase in global
EV development, and this places SEA Electric
at the forefront,” Mr Walker said.
The trucks are propelled by SEA Electric’s
SEA-Drive® Power-System, which is
available in various performance and range
packages to suit applications from 4.5 tonne
car licence vehicles through to 22.5 tonne
3 axle trucks. Previously only available as a
retrofit option for existing diesel vehicles, the
trucks are assembled from Semi Knocked
Down (SKD) kits, complete with a fully
integrated SEA-Drive® Power-System from
new.
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Real world testing of in-service vehicles
that travel up to 1000 kilometres per week
has revealed daily recharging costs of less
than $14 per day using standard off-peak
electricity prices of 15c per kWh.
Future proofed with an upgradable plug
and play architecture, the SEA-Drive®
Power-System can be charged using the
world’s biggest charging network, which is
415V 3-phase power via the truck’s standard
on-board charging equipment, with optional
DC fast charging also available. The fast
charging option enables a charging rate
four times faster than standard, and offers
range extending top-ups during lunch hour or
vehicle loading.
From an operational perspective, lower
maintenance and running costs are possible,
with diesel consumption eliminated and
fewer moving parts minimising service costs.
“Our electric Power System features
a host of key features, including smooth
application of torque, industry-leading range,
whisper quiet operation, and importantly, a
reduction in the truck’s carbon footprint, with
zero emissions of carbon dioxide, nitrous
oxide and methane,” Mr Walker said.
Another highlight of the trucks are the
improved workplace health and safety
conditions for operators, with the powertrain
producing no noise or fumes while reducing
vibrations, which combine to limit driver
fatigue.
“SEA-Drive® technology performs
exceptionally well in congested urban
environments, where pollution reduction is
needed most, and as demonstrated by real
world experience from our global vehicle
deployments it provides competitive whole

of life operating costs when compared to
traditional diesel vehicles,” Mr Walker said.
“As demonstrated with vehicles already
fitted with SEA-Drive® Power-Systems, the
trucks are extremely quiet, perform well,
while also providing a powerful yet smooth
ride.”
“They also have a flexible architecture
which will future-proof their ownership,” he
added.
“There are a range of advantages provided
by the SEA-Drive® Power-System, including
reduced service costs, with a routine fourhour inspection required every six months,
and minimal wear on service brakes due to
the use of regenerative braking.”
“In Australia, carbon dioxide emissions
from transport are now the second highest
behind electricity generation, and are
forecast to continue rising,” he said.
“With this announcement, the freight
industry can now react – safe in the
knowledge that their freight product offering
will be enhanced in their clients’ eyes.”
“Mass uptake of electric trucks in urban
Australia has the potential to save up to
millions of tonnes of CO2 each year, and
provide up to 40,000 MWh of mobile battery
storage, which is a potential future revenue
stream,” he added.
The trucks are currently on sale from
15 fully accredited SEA Electric dealers
nationwide that can also provide service and
parts support, including any work carried out
under the standard three-year warranty.
“Having a strong dealer network and
nationwide support structure in place, we
are excited for the range to hit Australia’s
roads,” Mr Walker concluded.
Roadside Assistance will be available via
industry leading provider NTI for the life of
the warranty period.
For further information, including details of
the dealer network and SEA Electric
SEA-Drive® Power-Systems, please visit:
www.sea-electric.com/en_au

ABOUT SEA ELECTRIC
SEA Electric is an Australian company, with global reach,
that specialises in the assembly and electrification of
100% electric commercial vehicles around the world.
They deal directly with companies (and work alongside
automotive OEM’s) to supply and licence our patented
technology.
SEA Electric was founded in 2013. After four years of
product development and testing, SEA Electric launched
their commercial operations in early 2017, triggered by
the reduction in battery kWh pricing that would allow
commercial feasibility in offering electric drivetrains to
the global market.

ELECTRIC VEHICLES

Isuzu, Hino
and Toyota
to accelerate
case response
Isuzu Motors Limited, (Isuzu), Hino Motors,
Ltd. (Hino), and Toyota Motor Corporation
(Toyota) have announced that they have
agreed on a new partnership in commercial
vehicles. The three companies intend
to combine Toyota's CASE (Connected,
Autonomous, Shared, Electric) technologies
with the commercial vehicle foundations
cultivated by Isuzu and Hino.
Through this collaboration, they aim
to accelerate societal implementation
and dissemination of CASE technologies
and services and to help address various
difficulties facing the transportation industry
as well as help achieve a carbon-neutral
society.
Specifically, the three companies plan to
jointly work on the development of battery
electric vehicles (BEVs) and fuel cell electric
vehicles (FCEVs), autonomous driving
technologies, and electronic platforms
centred on the domain of small commercialpurpose trucks.
While working together on BEVs and
FCEVs to reduce vehicle costs, the three
companies plan to advance infrastructurecoordinated societal implementation, such
as by introducing FCEV trucks to hydrogenbased society demonstrations in Japan's
Fukushima Prefecture, and accelerate their
dissemination initiatives. Also, Isuzu, Hino,
and Toyota plan to link their connected
technology platforms to build a platform
for commercial vehicles that can help
solve customers' problems. Through this
platform, they intend to provide various
logistics solutions that not only help improve
commercial vehicle transport efficiencies
but also contribute to reducing CO2
emissions.
To promote their partnership, Isuzu, Hino,
and Toyota are establishing Commercial
Japan Partnership Technologies
Corporation, a company for planning CASE
technologies and services for commercial
vehicles based on discussions among its
three parent companies.

Going forward, Isuzu, Hino, and Toyota
intend to deepen their collaboration while
openly considering cooperation with other
like-minded partners.

Capital partnership between Isuzu
and Toyota
To smoothly construct and advance the
collaboration announced today, Isuzu and
Toyota have agreed on a capital partnership.
By way of Isuzu's cancellation of treasury
stock through a third-party allotment, Toyota
is scheduled to acquire 39 million shares of
Isuzu common stock worth a total of 42.8
billion yen (resulting in Toyota having 4.6
percent ownership of Isuzu in terms of total
issued shares as of the end of September
2020 and a post-allotment voting rights ratio
at Isuzu of 5.02 percent).
Also, Isuzu plans to acquire Toyota shares
of the same value through a market purchase.

Partnership background
With the CASE revolution, as the automobile
industry enters a once-in-a-century period
of profound transformation, Isuzu and Hino
have been working on responses to CASE
that match the unique characteristics
of commercial vehicles, with a focus on
electrification and connected technologies
& services.
Toyota has been accelerating upfront
investment in CASE technology and
establishing partners with the aim of
transforming into a mobility company.
In the area of vehicle electrification, it has
been engaging in all-around technological
development and advancing vehicle
electrification through the dissemination
of hybrid electric vehicles and the early
commercialisation of FCEVs, among other
initiatives.
To promote the reduction of CO2 emissions
toward the Japanese government's
goal set last year of achieving a carbonneutral society by 2050, the significance of
electrifying both passenger and commercial

vehicles in a way that responds to the
energy situation in each region will grow
more important than ever, as will the
significance of energy-saving technologies.
Also, with the progress of digitalisation,
expectations are increasing for new services
that make people's lives safer, securer, and
happier by linking vehicle data and various
types of information.
CASE technologies can only contribute
to society once they become widespread.
Commercial vehicles can play important
roles in dissemination, as they travel long
distances for extended periods of time
to support the economy and society and
can be easily linked with infrastructure
development.
From the standpoint of carbon neutrality,
commercial vehicles can especially fulfil a
key function.
In the transportation industry where
commercial vehicles are used to support
the movement of people and goods,
expectations are that the power of CASE,
centred on connected technologies and
services, will deliver improvements in
addressing transport inefficiencies, driver
shortages, long working hours, and other
issues facing the industry.
Solving these kinds of social issues
is not something that one company can
accomplish alone. It is necessary to seek
a wide range of like-minded counterparts,
apply their different strengths, and work
together for those supporting transportation
and for society.
Considering this situation, Isuzu, Hino,
and Toyota have come to believe that Isuzu
and Hino must cooperate in promoting
CASE support for commercial vehicles and
that Toyota must accelerate the societal
implementation of its CASE technologies
through the commercial vehicle businesses
of Isuzu and Hino. Recognizing such, the
three companies decided to engage in a
new partnership in the commercial vehicle
business.
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New strategy to power electric vehicles
in Western Australia
The Western Australian Government is
steering towards a cleaner future, with
the recent release of the State’s first ever
Electric Vehicle Strategy. The strategy
will be accompanied by the almost $21
million Electric Vehicle Fund - including the
largest single investment in EV charging
infrastructure in Australia by a State or
Territory Government.
The strategy is a key element of the
Western Australian Climate Policy that
commits to delivering a cleaner, more
sustainable environment through the
increased uptake of low and zero-emission
vehicles.
The strategy will facilitate the creation
of Australia’s longest, and one of the
world’s longest, electric vehicle charging
infrastructure networks - from Perth to
Kununurra in the North, Esperance in the
South and Kalgoorlie in the East. Western
Australians and visitors will be able to
access fast charging stations along major
travel routes in the regions, town and city
centres, and tourism sites. Construction
of the network will also create jobs in
metropolitan and regional areas.
The State Government will lead by
example by increasing its own fleet of
electric vehicles, committing to a target
of acquiring at least 25 per cent electric
vehicles across eligible vehicles in the State
fleet. To support the State Government’s
electric vehicle fleet target, electric vehicle
44
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charging stations will be installed in
government buildings.
“Electric vehicles provide a pathway
towards decarbonising road transport and
improving air quality in Western Australia,”
said WA Premier Mark McGowan.
“The industry also has huge potential to
create jobs for Western Australians.”
“Western Australia has the skills,
infrastructure and standards to become a
key player in the global battery value chain,
the Premier said.
Global and domestic uptake of electric
vehicles also presents significant
opportunities for industry and jobs growth
in WA. In recognition of this, the strategy
supports the uptake of hydrogen fuel cell
electric vehicles, aligned with the Western
Australian Renewable Hydrogen Strategy, as
well as the initiatives in the Future Battery
Industry Strategy released in 2019.
“The global uptake of electric vehicles is
one of the most exciting opportunities for
Western Australia to create jobs and support
economic growth the economy as part of the
low-carbon transition,” the Premier added.
The strategy will also facilitate EV uptake
by developing and updating standards,
guidelines, and requirements for planning
approval, as well as improving levels of
consumer awareness and knowledge.
Western Australian Minister for
Innovation and ICT, Dave Kelly said the
announcement represents an exciting

time in Western Australia, with the state
contributing some of the most significant
funds of any Australian jurisdiction
towards charging infrastructure that will
facilitate the uptake of this environmentally
sustainable technology.
“The EV Strategy will see Western
Australia become home to one of the
world’s longest electric vehicle charging
infrastructure networks in a single state,
enabling drivers of low or zero emissions
vehicle to travel from Perth to Kununurra
in the north, Esperance in the south and
Kalgoorlie in the east,” Minister Kelly said.
In 2019, the McGowan Government
committed to working with all sectors of the
economy to achieve net zero greenhouse
gas emissions by 2050. The adoption of
electric vehicles powered by increasing
levels of renewable energy will be
fundamental to reducing greenhouse gas
emissions in the transport sector.
WA Environment Minister, Stephen
Dawson, said that the actions outlined in
this Strategy are an important element
of the Government’s Western Australian
Climate Policy.
“Increasing the uptake of electric
vehicles is an important element to achieve
a reduction in greenhouse gas emissions
and achieving the State Government’s
aspiration of net zero greenhouse gas
emissions by 2050,” Minister Dawson
concluded.

CASE STUDY

When he started out working in
quarries, blowing rocks and earth up in
his 20s, he never thought he would end
up removing explosive chemicals from
the soil.
“I am passionate about the western
suburbs and really love doing my part
in helping to clear up the communities I
work and live in, but it’s going to take a
while,” Mr Marett said.
“If asbestos is present in homes, we
can be removing a tonne of material. But
because it can’t be done by just anyone
- you need to have a Class A asbestos
removal licence - means it can be a time
consuming process,” he said.
“I'm lucky to be working with people
who have been doing this for 35 years.
There are hidden dangers for the average
DIY guy, especially during COVID.
People with time on their hands, can do
significant harm to themselves, family or
neighbours.”
“That’s where we step in. Lots of people
have children and loved ones they live
with and you don't want to see them
exposed to this stuff,” Mr Marret added.

Asbestos Busters
The Bacchus Marsh Family Business seeking to
make Melbourne’s western suburbs asbestos free
The west of Melbourne has long had a
reputation for being home to many toxic
industries and chemicals - from petroleum
refining, to heavy metals, to diesel fumes
- but one business is determined to do its
part to clean up the western suburbs.
Not many people are qualified to track
down Asbestos in Australia and remove it,
but Steve Marett - the Managing Director
of Grounds Maintenance Australia (GMA),
which specialises in asbestos removal does that every day for a living.
Asbestos when disturbed is deadly,
but the degree of its prevalence is little
known. There are 4,000 Asbestos related
deaths a year in Australia, roughly three
times the number of people killed on our
roads.
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It’s present in millions of Australian
homes and buildings and if they were
built or renovated before 1990, there is a
high chance of Asbestos being there. Over
the last year GMA has removed between
10-15 tonnes of asbestos on average from
domestic properties each month.
Growing up in Bacchus Marsh in
Melbourne’s outer-west, Steve is well aware
of the reputation the western suburbs has
long held as the site of noxious industries,
a reputation first developed in the 19th
century as the western suburbs became
the fulcrum of industrial production in
Melbourne. While the western suburbs
won’t be transformed overnight, Steve
says he wants to play his part by removing
asbestos from houses and industry.

CASE STUDY

GMA works with a number of property
developers and renovators to make sure
any Asbestos risks are clearly identified
and managed.
Aleksandar Nikolovski, owner of Urban
Landmark Homes, said “The guys at
GMA help me with renovations and new
build projects. Sometimes I come across
contaminated soil that needs to be dealt
with or Asbestos in part of some of the
older homes I am working on.”
“Their work is vital in keeping my team
safe and the people who live in these
homes,” Mr Nikolovsk added.

“We really want to help the people and
businesses in our area,” Mr Marett said.
“We want to see this work done
correctly and safely. We are qualified to
do that job, we have Class A credentials
and are looking to partner with councils,
construction agencies no matter what the
size of the job.”
“Whether it’s one house or a whole
estate, we can help them do their job
safely,” he concluded.
For further information, please contact:
GMA, on: 03 9689 9999 or 0439 476 966
or visit the website: www.gmaust.com.au

6m3 REGENERATIVE
AIR SWEEPER
The Schwarze GS6 Tempest™
regenerative air sweeper delivers
robust, reliable performance and
sweeping results that are second-to-none.
• Large Sweeping Width
• Choice of Cab Chassis
• Mirror Image Dual Steer & Dual Sweep
• 1,000 Litre Dust Suppression System

AVAILABLE EXCLUSIVELY FROM:

www.garwoodinternational.com.au

Call us today to organise a demo.
NSW, ACT & WA
Tony Miller 0429 444 451
tony@garwoodinternational.com.au

VIC, TAS & SA
Ian Pinney 0409 905 451
ian@garwoodinternational.com.au

QLD & NT
Daniel McHugh 0407 789 370
daniel@garwoodinternational.com.au

NEW ZEALAND
Reece McCrystal 0413 751 292
reece@garwoodinternational.com.au
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NATIONAL PRECAST NEWS

WHY USE A MASTER PRECASTER?
Carrying out proper due diligence is extremely
resource intensive. The process of auditing a
precast manufacturer should be complex and
detailed, calling for checks that the business
is sound and that the required processes and
procedures are not only in place, but are actually
being implemented on a daily basis.
Whilst any old precaster’s price might be
‘right’ and they may have a similar level of
experience, are you confident you have done
your due diligence to mitigate the risks? Here are
some that you might not have thought of:
• A precaster might be ISO certified but they
may not implement procedures on a day-today basis, and the ISO audit may not have
been conducted by someone who intimately
knows precast;
• Staff turnover may be high so what you get
today, you may not get tomorrow;
• A precaster may have little repeat business
and disputes may be commonplace;
• The precaster may cut corners during
manufacture;
• Shop drawings may be inadequate or not
properly authorised;
• Hold points may not address the most
important stages during manufacture;

• A precaster may not have a thorough
understanding of – and may not comply
with - Australian Standards, codes and
legislative requirements;
• Testing may not be adequate.
“Most checks are inadequate if the goal is to
mitigate any unwanted delays, cost blowouts,
quality issues or unexpected finishes,” said
National Precast CEO, Sarah Bachmann.
“ISO certification isn’t failsafe and proper
checks of a precast manufacturer are needed to
minimise risk of cost blowouts. Master Precasters
are audited by us and follow a Code of Conduct,
to ensure you get the best possible outcome from
your precast experience,” she added.

THE BENEFITS OF USING A MASTER
PRECASTER

Master Precasters are the country’s most skilled
and experienced precast manufacturers. They
follow the National Precast Master Precaster
Code of Conduct and they have met National
Precast’s strict audit requirements.
• They have a strong track record with happy
repeat clients.
• They are financial stable and hold the right
insurances.

• They implement stringent quality, safety and
environmental procedures.
• They provide a safe working environment
for their workers.
• They consistently produce high quality precast.
• They take pride in their work and remedy
any defects.
• They employ long term, skilled workers.
• They understand and comply with
Standards, codes and legislation.
• They know about and embrace new
technology and practices.
• They have good working relationships with
their subcontractors, such as transportation
and erection contractors.
• They look after the natural environment.
• They are good corporate citizens and they
are invested in their industry.
Master Precasters supply every state and
territory of Australia. They can specialise in a
particular type of precast such as flooring or can
manufacture a range of precast elements. They
can supply – and often erect - precast for large
or small projects in the residential or commercial
buildings or civil sector.
Visit www.nationalprecast.com.au to find a
Master Precaster for your next project.
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Flatlining Sales?
ADVERTISING WORKS!
(After all, you’re reading this aren’t you?)

CALL US TODAY and find out how we can help you
t: 1300 EPC GROUP (1300 372 476) e: ats@epcgroup.com

www.epcgroup.com

MADE IN AUSTRALIA

FOR TOUGH AUSTRALIAN CONDITIONS

www.mastec.com.au
Head Office - Adelaide
76-80 West Avenue
Edinburgh SA 5111
Ph: +61 8 8259 9700

Melbourne Branch

17 Whitfield Blvd.
Cranbourne West VIC 3977
Ph: +61 3 9798 0888

info@mastec.com.au
Perth Branch

3/6 Chullora Bend
Jandakot WA 6164
Ph: +61 8 9414 1827

New Zealand Branch

6C Lorien Place
East Tamaki, Auckland 2013, New Zealand
Ph: +64 21 878 334

